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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis was to exam¡ne the relat¡onship between

effective teaching and student learning. This was accomplished by first

investigating the causal links betlveen etfective instruction and student learning

of novel lecture material, and second, by explor¡ng the student entry

characteristics that benefit from and are compensated for by effective

teaching behaviors.

The experimental design involved 295 introductory psychology students

and consisted of a Lecture Expressiveness (low, high) by Lecture Organization

(low, high) by Locus of Control (low, high) by Test Anxiety (low, moderate,

high),2 x2x2x 3 design. Four teaching conditions were defined by the

following manipulations: low expressiveness/low organization, low

expressiveness/high organization, high expressiveness/low organizat¡on, high

expressiveness/high organization. Dichotomizing the Multidimensional-

Multiattributional Causality Locus of Control subscale scores distinguished

students as either externals or internals and a trichotomization of the Test

Anxiety Scale scores categorized students as low, moderate, or h¡gh têst-

anxious. The dependent variables included student attention and achievement.

Locus of control proved to be a poor predictor of student learning. Test

anxiety, on the other hand, consistently predicted student differences in

learning. High test anxiety interfered with achievement performance.

ln the present study, organization demonstrated a consistent pattern of

student learning outcomes. First, it had a strong influence on student attention

and achievement outcomes. Second, high organized instruction, in combination

with high expressiveness, produced an optimal learning condition for students.



Third, low organized instruct¡on seemed to interfere with the facilitative eftects

previously found with high expressiveness, thwarting students, learning. Fourth,

students with more adaptive learning orientations benefited from highly

organized instruction. Not unexpectedly, organized instruction was effective

for students with more positive cognitive qualities, such as those with an

internal locus of control or with low or moderate levels of test anxiety.

However, in some cases, students with less adaptive learning orientations also

benefited from the facilitative effects of highly organized instruction. High

expressiveness, on the other hand, provided an optimal learning condition for

internals and compensated for high test-anxious students, less adaptive

learning orientations.

The implications of these f¡ndings were discussed. First, specif¡c

explanations were postulated as to how the differences in effective teach¡ng

behaviours and student differences may operate together to produce ideal and

less than ideal learning environments. Second, a number of new directions were

suggested for future research in order to identify the critical links of the

teaching/learning paradigm. Finally, students seeking potentially effect¡ve

¡nstructors and administrators searching for potentially facilitative teaching are

encourage to not only focus on elocutionary skills, but also on organization

skills.
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lntroduction

Although recent research on college and un¡versity teaching has increased

our knowledge of what behaviours constitute etfective instruction (e.g., Cohen,

1987; Feldman, 1989; Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Murray, 1991; Perry, 1991) and

of which student differences const¡tute adaptive learning orientat¡ons

(McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1986, perry & Dickens, 1984), there has been

a notable lack of progress in understanding the joint contribution of effective

teaching and student variables in learning conditions. Furthermore, much of the

research in this area tends to be atheoretical, lacking suitable conceptual

frameworks. Thus, the purpose of this thesis was to help clarify the teaching-

learning process first by investigating the links between effective teaching and

student learning outcomes, and second, by examining the student entry

characteristics that benefít from and are potentíally compensated for by

effective teaching behaviours.

Two major themes guide the thesis. The first section focused specifically

on how commonly recognized effective teaching behaviours, expressiveness and

organization, compare with each other; the second section dealt with how

these teaching behaviours and student differences impact on student learning.

Each section defines the unique set of critical variables of interest, reviews

empirical evidence supporting the phenomenon under consideration, provides a

theoretical framework, and concludes by identifying the critical hypotheses to

be empirically tesfed.

Effective Teaching Behaviours

Specific instructional methods comprise what is considered as teaching ín the

college classroom. These include lectures, group discussions, personalized

instruction, seminars, and technology (Dunkin & Barnes, 1986). The present



study focused on the lecture method for two reasons. First, it is still the

pervasive style of presenting knowledge in the college classroom (Dunkin &

Barnes, 1986). For example, more than 700lo of instructors reported lecturing

as their principle teaching method (Educational Testing Service, 1979). Second,

in contrast to most other teaching methods, the behaviours denoting the

lecture method, such as expressiveness, organization, clarity, and lecture

content, are more easily isolated and manipulated through videotape

presentation (e.9., Abrami, Leventhal, & Perry, 1982). The videotape

presentation, in turn, provides an ideal format for conducting experimental

investigations, since specific teaching behaviours can be held constant, while

others are systematically manipulated.

Research on teaching behaviours associated with the lecture method

mainly consists of two methodological approaches: observational and

experimental. The observational approach is used to rate the frequency of

teaching behaviours as they occur in the classroom and to draw correlations

between these behaviours and student outcomes. The experimental approach

is used to manipulate one or more teaching behaviours, while holding other

factors constant, and to determine the impact that these behaviours have on

student learning. Rather than attempting an exhaustive review of the research

to date, the next section focuses on the important studies that exemplify these

research approaches.

Descriptive Studies

Field studies have demonstrated effective teaching behaviours over the

past seven decades (McKeachie, 1990). lnitially descriptive and unstructured,

research rèlied on students' spontaneous open-ended responses (e.g., Epstein,

1981; Hildebrand, Wilson, & Dienst, 1971; Uranowitz & Doyle, 1978). This
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resulted in a myriad of descriptions defining effective teaching. The

summarizing and clustering of student responses created closely related

dimensions, such as "intellectual excitement" and "interpersonal rapport"

(Lowman, 1984). Based on these initial findings, a number of evaluative ratings

and observational questionnaires of effective teaching have been developed.

These instruments, in turn, have been completed by countless students

(see Marsh, 1984) and have been subjected to factor-analysis and meta-

analysis procedures (Cohen, 1981; Feldman, 1989; Frey, 1978; Hildebrand et al.,

1971 ; Solomon, Rosenberg, & Bezdek, 1 964) in order to identify specif ic

effective teaching behaviours. These procedures have found anywhere from 2

to 28 distinct behaviours. For instance, in a series of studies, Feldman ('1984;

1989) expanded the range of teaching behaviours that Cohen (1981) had

initially observed in his meta-analysis. Feldman's (1989) list of 28 categories

provides the most complex set of teaching behaviours to date.

These teaching behaviours have been subjected to correlational analyses

and a number of them have been linked statistically with student achievement.

For example, Table '1 lists 1 7 teaching categories that Feldman (1989) found

to correlate with student achievement. Of these 17 teaching categories,

organization demonstrates the highest correlation coefficient with student

achievement. Although Table 1 describes the strength of the relationship

between effective teaching and student achievement, and demonstrates the

rank ordering of their strength, these correlations fail to reveal the critical

causal linkages. According to Feldman (1994), it is still empirically unclear which

behaviours. "are more likely and which are less likely to oroduce achievement"

(p. 21 , italics underlined). The present thesis addresses this issue by examining

the causal relationship and the etfect sizes between certain etfective teaching



Table 1

Correlations Between the lnstructionaf Dimensions of Effective

Teaching and Student Achievement

lnstruct¡onal Dimension
Correlatio n

w¡th Student
Ach ievement

t. Organization

2. Clarity & Understandableness

3. Perceived Outcome or lmpact of lnstruction

4. Stimulation of lnterest in the Course and lts Sub¡ect
Matter

5. Encouragement of Questions & Discussion, &
Openness to Opinions of Others

6. Availabil¡ty & Helpfulness

7. Elocutionary (Expressiveness) Skills

B. Clarity of Course Objectives & Requirements

9. Knowledge of Subject

1 0. Sensitivity to & Concern with, Class Level & Progress

1 1. Enthusiasm for Subject or Teaching

12. lnstructor Fairness

1 g. lntellectual Challenge

14. Respect For Students

15. Feedback to Students

16. Course Material

17. Supplementary Materials & Teaching Aids

.57

.56

.46

.38

.Jb

.36

.35

.35

.35

.30

.27

.26

.25

-¿3

.23

.17

.11

Note. Table adapted from Feldman (1989).



behaviours and student learning outcomes under highly controlled laboratory

conditions.

Experimental Studies

Descriptive research findings present a reasonably consistent picture of

the etfective college teacher. A number of teaching behaviours are repeatedly

reported. These reoccurrences have prompted further investigation of the

different fundamental teaching dimensions through experimental studies. Of

specific interest are expressiveness and organization. These behaviours were

selected for several reasons. As seen in Table 1, expressiveness (I = .95) and

organization (I = .57) are more highly correlated to student achievement than

are other teaching behaviours, such as rapport. These higher correlation

coefficients, in turn, give reason to investigate the potential causal nature

between these two teaching behaviours and student achievement. Moreover,

expressiveness and organization, in comparison to other teaching behaviours,

lend themselves to manipulation using videotape format. By manipulating

specific teaching behaviours, the causal relation between etfective teaching and

student learning may be better understood. Finally, lectures presented in large

amphitheaters, a common occurrence in introductory courses, diminish the

frequency and potency of other teaching behaviours such as interaction,

rapport, and feedback. A detailed definition of expressiveness and

organization, empirical evidence showing their influence on student achievement,

and hypotheses regarding the links between each teaching behaviour and the

learning outcomes are prov¡ded below.

Expressiveness. Experimental studies have consistently shown that

expressive instruction is associated with student learning (Marsh, 'lgB4; perry,

1991). Low inference behaviours denoting expressiveness include "movement
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while presenting material", "gesturing with hands and arms", "eye contact with

students", "voice inflection", "minimal reliance on lecture notes", and "humor

that is relevant to lecture content" (Murray, 1991; Perry, 1991).

Expressiveness predicts students' scholastic behaviours such as ach¡evement

(Coats & Sm¡dchens, 1966; Mastin, 1963; Peny, 1991), attendance to a

delayed lecture and amount of homework completed (Perry & Magnusson,

1987; Perry & Penner, 1990), and paying for additional lecture material (Slater,

1 981 ; cited in Murray, '1 991). Expressiveness has also been found to affect

outcomes related to students' performance, such as generating a stronger

internal attributional orientation toward achievement (i.e., ability/ef fort), and

increasing positive affects (i.e., pride), self-confidence (i.e., self-competence),

and motivation (Magnusson & Perry, 1989; Perry & Dickens, 1984; Perry,

Magnusson, Parsonson, & Dickens, 1986; Perry & Penner, 1990; Schonwetter,

Perry, Menec, Struthers, & Hechter, 1993; Schonwetter, Perry, & Struthers,

1994). Thus, expressiveness is not only correlated with, but also causally linked

to, student achievement and achievement-related outcomes.

Figure 1 presents the causal links between specific teaching behaviours

and student learning that some researchers have postulated (Murray, 1991,

Perry, 1991 ). As seen in Figure 1 , both physical movement and voice intonation

are hypothesized to elicit students' selective attention. Visual and/or audible

changes of stimuli in a learning environment tend to elicit student attention.

Also, appropriate visual or audible changes associated with important lecture

material are thought to provide students with learning cues as to what is

considered important and to be learned. Thus, body movement and voice

intonation may impact student learning.



Effective Teaching
Behaviou rs

ldentifiable
Attributes

Sfudent lntotmatlon
Processing Actlvlty
and BehaYlour(s)

EXPBESSIVENESS

PHYSICAL MOVEMEMT
or

lffioN-l

E.YECO$ITACÍ

/ rE /sË //vÎFÂFSr OR
CIlALLENGE
ATT RACTION ; CR E DI BI LIT Y :

SELECTIVE ATTENTION

ll sELEcnvE ATrENrtoN ll

COMPREHENSION;
RETENTION; REDUCES
ANXTETY; MNNTAINTNG

HUMOR

ORGANIZATION

LECTURE OUÏLINE

LINKS æURSE MATERIAL;
HEADINGS & SUBIIEADINGS

TOPIC TRANSfTIONS

MEMORY STORAGE âJES;
KNOWLEDGESTRUCTURE;
SCHEMATþË CHUNKTNG;
PREDICTABILITY

COtlrrENT TOPICS;
MEANINGFULNESS;

l--ffiun-l ffi
SERIATION OF RELEVANT

POINTS

Figure 1. Effèctive teaching behaviours' influence on student learning and

behaviour (adapted trom Perry, 1991).
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The effects of eye contact or eye gaze vary in the research literature.

For instance, differential eye contact behaviour by an actor produced var¡ed

perceptions of attraction, credibility, and relational commun¡cation in a group of

observers (Burgoon, Coker, & Coker, 1986). Also, eye contact by an instructor

produced levels of compliance in students (Hamlet, Axelrod, & Kuerschner,

1984). Furthermore, students presenled with eye contact, as compared to no

eye contact during a verbal presentation, demonstrated higher recall scores of

lecture material (Sherwood, 1987). A number of possible explanations have

been provided for these outcomes. Perry (1991) for instance, views eye

contact as creating intense interest or challenge of the recipient. sherwood

(1987) and Otteson and Otteson (1979) posit that it ¡ncreases a sense of

personal relationship or intimacy between the student and the speaker.

Nevertheless, eye contact appears to play an important role in

teaching/learning dynamics.

As can be seen in Figure 1, humor is also posited to influence learning.

For instance, it has been instrumental in improving comprehension, enhancing

retention (Johnson, 1990), and increasing learning of substantive facts and

awareness of attitudes regarding sensitive issues such as death and dying

(Safford, 1991), Exposure to humor, as compared to no humor lectures,

lowered students anxiety and improved their test performance (Bryant &

Zillman, 1988; Ziv, 1 988). Moreover, the eftectiveness of humor has been

directly related to the extent that it is relevant to the material taught and the

items tested are related to it (Kaplan & Pascoe, 1977). Humor also promotes

a positive and cohesive class environment (Civikly, 1986). Percelved as a

valuable teaching skill, humor has been thought of as maintaining student
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interest and facilitating acquisition of ¡nformat¡on in a given topic area

(Gentilhomme, 1992).

Sometimes referred to as "enthus¡asm", expressiveness is thought to be

vicariously transferred to the student in the form ol increased motivation, such

as studying outside of instruction time (Murray, 1991). Students are inf luenced

by environmental variables, such as energetic instructors, modeling the high

energy or interest of content material presented, For instance, students who

perceive their music instructor as exhibiting more expressiveness also enjoyed

their music lesson more, reported more positive atfects, had a greater desire

to learn, and demonstrated greater exploratory behaviour (Cameron, Enzle, &

Hawkins, 1992). Thus, a student's tendency to model interest in a given lecture

topic may be influenced by the "enthusiasm" or expressiveness of an instructor.

Overall, expressiveness is postulated to facilitate students' selective

attention (Murray, 1983; Perry & Dickens, 1984; Witliams & Ware, 1976). For

instance, expressiveness m¿y provide general stimuli for optimum arousal

through the stimulus cueing qual¡ties associated with physical movement, voice

intonation, eye contact, and humor. As a general orienting stimulus,

expressiveness indicates "pay attention", "this material is interesting and/or

important," and enables students to process relevant information (Murray,

1991), thereby enhancing memory storage and retrieval (Perry, 1991).

Selective attention, in turn, is crucial to most types of information processing

(Kuhl, 1985; Mayer, 1987).

Stimulating and sustaining of students' interest in a stimulus item may

dictate how much attention will be directed toward it. Anderson (1982)

explains this phenomenon as follows. As learning occurs, incoming information

is processed and evaluated for importance. The amount of attention focused
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on the stimulus is directly related to the importance given to the stimulus. ln

other words, the more a stimulus is perceived as important, the more attention

is directed toward ¡t, the better it is processed (Anderson, 19g2). Accordingly,

an instructor who presents material in an interesting way, such as showing a

keen interest in the material, may elevate the importance that students

attribute to learning the material. ln turn, the amount of selective attention

directed toward the material may be enhanced. However, very little research

has focused on how effective instruction enhances students' attention.

ln general, research on instructor expressiveness tends to reveal a

number of shortcomings. First, research has neglected the invest¡gation of

students' selective attention generated by expressive instruction. ln response

to this oversight, the present study explored this phenomenon. Students

whose attention is optimally peaked by expressive instruction should

demonstrate higher levels of attending to the lecture material and, in turn,

process information more efficiently.

Second, previous research has failed to control for the influence of other

teaching behaviours, while investigating expressiveness and lecture content. For

instance, most studies documented in Abrami et al.'s (1982) meta-analysis

manipulated the levels of expressiveness and lecture content, but mention little

about controlling for other teaching behaviours. Other behaviours, such as

organization or clarity, were not recorded as having been controlled. Thus, the

present thesis extended this research by considering a teaching behaviour

previously not investigated.

Organization. As seen in Figure 1, good organization of subject matter

and planning of course content are important to student learning (Kallison,

1986). Examples include "the instructor planned the activities of each class
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per¡od in great detail", "gives preliminary overview of lecture',, ',puts outline of

lecture on board", "uses headings and subheadings", "signals transitions to a

new topic", and the "seriation of retevant points" (Feldman, 1989; Murray,

1991). The latter is best descr¡bed as the enumeration of elements in a series

such as "first,...", "second,...", "third,...", and "finally,...". The organized

instructor has a well-structured method of teaching which breaks the course

into units more readily accessible for information processing (perry, 1 991).

Organ¡zation may prov¡de specific cues that alert students to attend to

specific material presented. According to Figure 1, this is accomplished

through the organization of course material, as seen through well-structured

presentations, syllabi, lecture-outlines, and seriation of relevant points,

headings, and subheadings. Lecture material presented in the aforementioned

ways has a higher probability of being entered in the form of class notes, a

factor which, in turn, significantly improves achievement (Hartley & Cameron,

1967; Hartley & Fuller, 1971 ; Maddox & Hoole, 1 975). tntact outlines may

serve to guide note-taking, depicting the organization of the main ideas of a

presentation. The use of embedded headings and intact outlines with

videotaped instruction optimizes both immediate and delayed learning (Frank,

Garlinger, & Kiewra, 1989).

ln addition to being a specific stimulus cue, organization in the form of

outlines represents a knowledge structure, serving as an advance organizer

(Glynn & Di Vesta, 1977) and providing students with "chunking" strategies

(Perry, 1991). Chunking is the process whereby distinct pieces of information

are grouped together. This knowledge structure represents a set of related

categories about the nature ot and the relationships between the ideas

presented (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). As such, it enhances students'
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integration of content top¡cs by providing a "chunking" strategy for link¡ng new

to preexisting knowledge. ln other words, it provides a quick and logical

method of structuring lecture material (Perry, 1991) that influences

comprehension (Meyer, 1975; 1977) and facilitates encoding and retrieval of

learning material (Glynn & Di Vesta, 1977). Fot instance, information organized

during learning enhanced students' memory of that intormation (Katona, 1940).

Also, structured teaching produced significantly higher student achievement

than less structured teaching (Guetzkow, Kelley, & McKeachie, 1954).

Overall, both expressiveness and organization appear to influence

students' learning, specifically affecting their attention. However, as orienting

stimuli, these teaching behaviours may differentially impact students' attentional

processes. Expressiveness may be a general orienting stimulus related to

general information processing. For instance, with low expressive instruction,

students may perceive lecture material as irrelevant and thus, not attend to it.

However, with an increase in expressive behaviour in the form of humor, body

movement, etc., students' attention should continue to be engaged as long as

expressiveness remains at a high level. Any lecture material presented during

this time and for a short time follow¡ng should be perceived as important and

requiring students' full attention. ln other words, the student may listen more

intently as if the dynamics of the teaching behaviour denote something relevant

and worth attending to. Therefore, most learning that occurs under expressive

instruction may result as a function of associating the dynamic elements of

expressiveness (i.e., voice variations) with the presentation of the lecture

material. Thus, high expressiveness is hypothesized lo act as a general

stimulus cire, indicating that the material being presented is relevant.
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Organizat¡on, on the other hand, may elicit attention to soecific lecture

material cued by outlines, head¡ngs, and seriation of relevant points once

general orientat¡on has been initiated. These cues tend to be directly linked to

what is regarded as important. For instance, a lecture-outline provides the

student with the relevant stimuli to be learned. Also, the seriation of relevant

points not only specifies what is important, but may also dictate the order of

importance. Thus, a direct link may exist between organization and the

relevant stimuli to be learned. Based on this premise, organization is viewed as

a specific orienting stimulus, directing attention to specific lecture matetial.

ln summary, highly expressive and well organized instruction should

produce an optimal learning environment when all other factors are held

constant. Low levels of these teaching behaviours, on the other hand, should

result in a related information processing deficit, reducing the amount of

learning possible. Although Feldman (1989) has demonstrated organization to

be more highly correlated with student achievement than expressiveness, a

comparison of these two teaching behaviours has yet to be conducted

experimentally. Thus, of ciitical concern to the present thesis is the influence

lhat each of these teaching behaviours has on studenl learning outcomes.

Student Differences and Effective Teaching

Effective teaching does not occur in a vacuum, but in conjunction w¡th a

number of other factors such as class size, time of day, length of presentation,

and student differences (McKeachie et al., 1986). Of specific interest is the

influence of effective teaching and student differences on student learning

outcomes. Prior to investigating this phenomenon, a consideration of individual

differences is necessary.
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Recent educational literature (see McKeachie et al., 1986; perry, 1991),

describes some students as active learners, confronted with the task of

attending, understanding, and seeking organizational cues and key concepts, as

well as processing and retaining information presented. However, not all

students are able to do these tasks equally well, even when provided with ideal

learning conditions. Educational researchers have spent considerable time and

energy trying to delineate the factors which enhance or impede student

performance in the college classroom (McCann, Short, & Stewin, I 9g6;

McKeachie et al., 1986). Their efforts have generated a long-standing theme in

higher education research: the significance of student differences in the ability

to benefit from instruction (Corno & Snow, 1986; Domino, 1971i 1g7;i Messick,

1979; Pintrich, Cross, Kozma, & McKeachie, 1986; Snow & Lohman, 1994).

According to these researchers, students do not enter college with their

minds being "blank slates", but rather, they come with a variety of cognitive,

motivational, and behavioural characteristics generated from previous

educational experiences. These entry characteristics determine the effects of

instruction on student scholastic outcomes. Whereas some of these

characteristics are catalytic, enhancing learning, others impede scholastic

achievement, resulting in debilitating consequences, such as procrastination and

sludent "dropout". For lhese "at-risk" students, effective teaching may

potentially compensate for their less adaptive learning orientation by enhancing

their achievement performance (Perry, 1991 ; Perry, Schonwetter, Magnusson, &

Struthers, 1994; Schonwetter et al., 1994b). "Aþrisk" students are defined as

those who 
- 
consistently perform poorly on achievement tasks such as

assignments, quizzes, and tests in the classroom and therefore are considered

to be at a learning disadvantage. Finally, some individual differences are
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thought to protect students from the debilitating effects of ineffective

instruction (Perry, 1991), causing them to stÍive harder, to engage in self-

study, and to seek additional academic help, thereby ach¡eving academically.

Of the var¡ous student differences identified in the educat¡onal literature,

locus of control and test anxiety were chosen to represent these differences

for the following reasons. First, past research has demonstrated that

students identified in the extreme categories of these constructs represent less

adaptive and adaptive learning orientations, such as external locus of control

or high test-anxious students and internal locus of control or low test-anxious

students, respectively (Perry, 1991; Rotter, 1990; Tobias, 19BS). Second,

locus of control olfers a generic measure of student performance in

achievement settings, whereas test anxiety is more of a specific measure.

Thus, an additional purpose of the thesis was to invest¡gate how locus of

control and test anxiety relate to different teaching behaviours, expressiveness

and organization. The student differences are briefly reviewed below.

Locus of Control

Given its potential consequences for academic achievement, locus of

control has received wide-spread attention in the educational and psychological

research domains (Rotter, 1990). Labeled as locus of control in Rotter's social

learning theory (1966; 19S0), this construct is conceived of as either a

personality disposition or as a generalized causal expectancy. Viewed as a

continuum, locus of control is defined by two end-po¡nts, external and internal

locus. Categorization of students as either external or intetnal has resulted in

distinguishing d¡tferences in behaviours and cognition,

One of the most consistent differences between externals and internals is

in the domain of achievement outcomes. ln a review of 36 studies, internals
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y¡elded higher levels of achievement performance than externals (Bar-Tal & Bar-

Zoha(, 1977). Also, internals sought more information, used it more etfectively,

were better at paying attention to information-relevant cues, and were more

adept at discovering the principles necessary to solve problems than externals

(Rotter, Chance, & Phares, 1972). Based on these findings, internals tend to be

more active in finding resources that enhance the achievement of their personal

goals (Prociuk & Breen, 1977). Clea(ly, internals, as compared to externals,

have an advantage in scholastic achievement seü¡ngs, however, these findings

afe somewhat dated. unfortunately, recent research dealing with achievement

differences between externals and ¡nternals, apart from the Manitoba

laboratory studies (i.e., Perry, 1991), is minimal.

The different generalized causal expectancies associated with external

and internal locus of control are thought to account for these achievement

differences. External locus of control students have pervasive stable beliefs

that outcomes are not determinable by their personal efforts, but rather by

factors external to them (Rotter, 1990). These beliefs, in turn, may lead

students to make inappropriate responses, such as giving up, procrastinating,

and even dropping-out, to difficult or failure situations (Rotter, 1990). Also,

exposure to failure in conjunction with an external locus of control thwarts

sludents from fully benefiting scholastically in ideal learning environments (Perry,

1991). Thus, externals who lack an adaptive learning orientation are likely to

suffer from the debilitating consequences of failure,

lnternals, on the other hand, perceive outcomes as contingent upon

personal actions (Rotter, 1 966; 1990) and thus, are more mot¡vated to

control their academic performance (Feldman, Saletsky, Sullivan, & Theiss,

1983). lnternals experiencing failure react and intensify their etforts to regain
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control by exh¡b¡ting heightened psychological control in conjunction with overt

manifestations of assertiveness, striving, and goal-directed behaviour (Rotter,

1990). Wortman and Brehm (1 975) coined th¡s phenomenon as ,'reactance":

individuals experiencing loss of control intensify their efforts to regain control.

Because of the adaptive responses associated with their control cognitions,

internals seem to be protected (perry, 1991) against the detrimental

consequences of loss of control brought on by events such as failure of tests,

homework assignments, and inetfective teaching. Furthermore, an internal locus

or¡entation elevates expectations about future success, generates positive

affect, and encourages greater responsibility for performance (perry & Dickens,

1987). Therefore, it is not surprising that internals describe themselves as

more active, striving, achieving, powerful, and independent than externals.

Provided with two different college instruction methods, internals did best

under the contracþfor-grade plan, whereas externals did best under

conventional (i.e., lecture) ¡nstruction (Daniels & Stevens, 1976). These findings

suggest that internals tend to rely on self -initiative, whereas externals tend to

depend on a significant other for their learning. Finally, externals benefit from

attributional retraining, whereas internals performed well with or without

attributional retraining (Menec, Perry, Struthers, Schonwetter, Hechter, &

Eichholz, 1994; Perry & Penner, 1990). Thus, general perceptions of internal

control result in positive scholastic outcomes, while sustained perceptions of

external control lead to negative outcomes.

Locus of control and effective teaching, One major benefit of

effective teaching is its capacity to potentially compensate tor less effective

learning oiientations that have been associated with low control perceptions

(Perry, 1 991). A compensatory effect refers to the propensity of one variable
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to.ameliorate the weak qualit¡es of the other variable (Weinert & Helmke,

1987). ln the case of effective instruction, compensation occurs when suitable

performance has been achieved, despite the influence of less adaptive learning

orientations. ln other words, student deficits in information processing,

motivation, and self-regulation of learning activities can be compensated for by

the ameliorating influences of etfective teaching.

Effective teaching can also have a compensatory influence by generating

an internal attributional orientation or locus in students. ln other words,

students tend to take more ownership of their learning efforts after receiving

effective teaching by attributing their achievement performance more to effort

and less to luck. An internal orientation, in turn, may lead to greater perceived

control, enhanced self-efficacy, and greater sensitivity to inslruct¡onal benefits.

For instance, repeated exposure to high expressive instruction counteracted

the etfects of loss of control by producing more of an internal attribution locus

and a greater sense of responsibilily. This occurred specifically in students

displaying an external locus (Magnusson & Perry, 1989) and in students

presented with failure (Perry & Magnusson, 1987). However, because of

extreme motivation or intellectual deficits, some students may not benefit from

an expressive instructor, but may require individualized intervention before

etfective teaching would have an impact (Perry & Penner, 1990).

For internal students, etfective teaching provides an ideal learning

environment. Because of their psychological makeup, these students have a

major advantage over their counterparts. lnternals are more likely to benefit

from the achievement-enhancing qualities of effective teaching. Moreover,

although exposure to noncontingent failure feedback reduces students'

perception of control, internals, as compared to externals, are not thwarted by
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the threat of loss of control. Rather, when subsequently presented with

effective ¡nstruction, they benefit from its facilitative effects (Magnusson &

Perry, 1989).

Given that internal orientations are potentially more adaptive and

therefore more desirable for educational achievement, the influence of effective

teaching in generating such a profile has special meaning for educational

practices. ln other words, exposure to effective teaching can have remedial

effects on certain students whose psychological make-up would otherwise lead

to poor scholastic outcomes. Effective teaching may induce an internal locus

orientation, which in turn, may activate critical cognitive processes that are

normally impaired. Thus, effective teaching may compensate for poorer

learning orientations associated with an external locus of control, whereas it

maximizes internals' learning experience.

Presented with ineffective teaching, such as low expressiveness, internal

students feel loss of control (Perry & Magnusson, 1987). ln their attempt to

regain control, internals may seek ways to increase their opportunities to learn.

One method involves a greater sensitivity or increased selective attention to

relevant information presented during the ineffective teaching episode. lnstead

of being distracted by irrelevanl lecture material, internals may focus on

relevant lecture stimuli and thus process information necessary for learning.

lnternals may also request help lrom peers, tutors, or professors, or they may

search for additional resources ¡n libraries or other places. These efforts, in

turn, enhance internals' learning in educationally impoverished environments.

Although internals receiving ineffective as compared to effective teaching,

perform lower on achievement outcomes, their efforts may enable them to

perform better than externals provided with ineffective instruction.
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Externa¡ students also experience loss of control following ineffective

teaching (Perry & Magnusson, 1987). However, they tend to do little to regain

control over their learning environment. Entering the classroom w¡th a low

perception of control coupled with a teach¡ng episode that increases their loss

of control, ¡t is no wonder that these students have little or no desire to regain

control. They are more likely to manifest poor attending skills and an inability

to filter out ¡rrelevant information presented during poor instruction.

Consequently, the necessary information is simply not processed and academic

performance is negatively impacted (Perry, 1991). Thus, the cognitive

orientation associated with internals may protect against ineffective teaching,

whereas the cognitive orientation associated with externals, and ineffective

teaching, thwarts learning. ln an attempt to test these ideas, locus of control,

instructor expressiveness, and instructor organization were explored.

Test Anxiety

Given that college learning experiences invariably involve evaluative

processes, an investigation considering test anxiety was of interest. Test

anxiety, in comparison to locus of control, is a more specific measure denoting

control perceptions relating directly to college achievement. This construct not

only enables one to address the relation between student differences and

student learning outcomes, but may also help elucidate the issues surrounding

effective teaching and student differences. Therefore, test anxiety was included

as an independent variable. Below, test anxiety is defined, research literature

on test anxiety is reviewed, the relationship between test anxiety and locus of

control are discussed, and hypotheses involving test anxiety are generated.

Anxiàty is the emotion of avoidance to perceived, but largely unrealistic,

threats or dangers (Plutchik, 1980). lt involves a state of arousal that occurs
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as a result of perceiving a lack of power to handle some threatening situation.

One of its most pronounced forms in the college setting is test anxiety, a

situational-specif ic form of trait anxiety (Spielberger, 1 972). lt ref ers to

individual ditferences in anxiety proneness in evaluat¡ve situations. For example,

high test-anxious students are more likely to experience (a) emotional react¡ons

characterized by feelings of tension, apprehension, and nervousness; (b) selt-

centered worry cogn¡tions that ¡nterfere with attention; and (c) activation or

arousal of the autonomic nervous system (Spielberger, Gonzalez, & Fletcher,

1979). ln short, test anxiety is a pattern of intense and substantial emotional,

cognitive, and physiological activation that has earned the reputation of being

one of the most pervasive problems associated with student learning in

institutions of higher education (Tobias, 1985).

The literature is voluminous in demonstrating individual ditferences in

anxiety proneness to academic situations. For example, in Hembree's ('1988)

recent meta-analysis, 562 studies had been identified. Since the late 1950's,

educational researchers have reported scholastic performance decrements

among high, as compared to low, test-anxious students presented w¡th

evaluative situations (see Arkin, Detchon, & Maruyama, 1982; Sarason, 1 980;

Sarason, 1959; Spielberger, Anton, & Bedell, 1976; Tobias, 1985). High versus

low tesþanxious students display less adaptive study habits (see Wittmaier,

1972) such as spending less time studying (see Allen, Lerner, & Hinrichsen,

1972), ate more prone to procrastination (see Rothblum, Solomon, &

Murakami, 1986), and demonstrate lower levels of achievement (see Gjesme,

1983) and high school GPAS (see Prociuk & Breen, 1973). High, as compared

to low, tedþanxious students tend to report more negative self-thoughts

(Blankstein, Flett, Boase, & Toner, 1990), and diminished levels of personal
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(Blankstein, Flett, & Batten, i 989). Thus, high test anxiety is related to poor

achievement outcomes, reduced mental ability, inadequate scholastic

behaviours, and poor self-percept¡ons. ln other words, low test anxiety may

indicate adaptive learning orientations, whereas high test anxiety may be

predictive of less adaptive learning orientations.

Locus of control and test anxiety relationship. Both locus of

control and test anxiety are thought to measure different aspects of student

perceptions of control. Locus of control ¡s a general construct denoting

students' perceptions of control as a result of different classroom situations,

such as difficulty of the task, the instructor or the context, and student's effort

or ability, whereas test anxiety is a more specific measure indicating students'

anxiety proneness to academic evaluative situations. For instance, a student

who is highly test-anxious tends to score high on items such as "panicky",

"consequences of fail¡n9", "defeat myself", "the more confused I get", "thoughts

of doing poorly", which are indicators of being out of control. ln essence, test

anxiety, in comparison to locus of control, may be a more specific measure of

students' perceptions of control given that it is task or achievement specific,

focusing on the evaluative situation.

ln order to understand the relationship between locus of control and test

anxiety, the personal threat reduction and reactance-helplessness theories have

been offered. A number of researchers explain the l¡nk in terms of personal

lhreat reduction. For instance, Rotter (1966) perceives external locus of

control as an ego-defensive anxiety reducing measure for "defensive externals".

Students who experience failure are more l¡kely to avoid blame for their

outcomes, By doing so, students free themselves from the personal threat or
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anxiety associated with failure by attributing the control of the reinforcement

to forces external to them. Defined as a self-serving bias (Ross & Fletcher,

.1985), students take credit for success but avoid blame for failure. Thus, the

connection belween locus of control and anxiety is seen as "a means of evading

the responsib¡l¡ty for anticipatory negative reinforcement" (Prociuk & Breen,

1975; p. 549). ln other words, taking an external perception of control

following failure is more likely to reduce the ensuing anxiety.

Another approach in explaining the link between locus of control and test

anxiety focuses on the persistence-helplessness phenomenon. Loss of control

perceptions, as denoted by helplessness and high test anxiety, are complex

motivational states and traits that are generated from repeated exposure to

stressful situations (Schwartzer, Jerusalem, & Stiksrud, 1984). Researchers

have investigated the relationship between learned helplessness (feeling out of

control), anxiety, and motivation for achievement. According to Dweck and

Worlman (1982), highly motivated students are characterized by low test

anxiety and low fear of failure. Failure may signal these students to try harder

and to use different strategies. Perceiving failure as a result of lack of effort--

an unstable, internal, controllable attribution--these students are more likely to

persist (Weiner, 1986). On the other hand, students who manifest learned

helplessness, high test anxiety, or fear of failure tend to view failure as a

personal reflection. Failure becomes a self-evaluation, indicating lack of ability,

rather than task-evaluation. Lack of ability--a stable, internal, and

uncontrollable attribution--implies that any further effort is not worthwhile since

failure is perceived as unchangeable (Weiner, 1986).

Resêarch thus far is mixed in demonstrat¡ng a relationship between these

two constructs. For ¡nstance, a number of studies have shown a negative
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re¡ationship between them. students scoring low on test anxiety tend to be

more ¡nternal, whereas high test-anxious students tend to feel less control for

their perf ormance (Butterf ield, 1964; Mandler & Watson, 1 966; Watson, 1967)

and exhibit an external locus of control (Hembree, .l9gg). However, prociuk

and Breen (1973) and de Man, Hall, and stout (1 gg1 ) were unable to f eplicate

these findings, suggesting that Levenson's Locus of Control scale (19g1) and

Rotter's l-E scale (1966) were inadequate in sampling aspects of personal

control related to college learning. Thus, the relationship between locus of

control and test anxiety remains inconclusive and requires furlher investigation.

Test anxietv and effective teaching. Although studies have

investigated the effects of test anxiety in college students, little is known about

test anxiety and college teaching. Extending previous studies, the thesis

investigated the effects of instructor expressiveness, instructor organization,

and test anxiety on student learning. This model sought to identify which types

of students, and under what teach¡ng conditions, learning is enhanced. Thus,

lwo sets of hypotheses were examined, the first dealing with the differentiation

of learning and related outcomes based on different levels of test anxiety, and

the second, investigating the effects of test anxiety and teaching behaviours on

student learning.

Research Questions

The thesis is divided into two major sections. The first section focused on

how commonly recognized eftective teaching behaviours compare wilh each

other, and the second section focused on the student entry characteristics

that benefit from and are potentially compensated for by effective teaching

behaviours. Below, the research questions pertinent to each section are

formalized and appropriate hypotheses are generated to address the issues.
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Effective Teaching: An Analvsis

A major purpose of the thesis is to examine the rerationship between two

teach¡ng behaviours and their influence on student learn¡ng outcomes.

specifically, two research objectives were addressed. First, the extent to which

expressiveness and organization atfect student achievement was examined

experimentally. According to Feldman (1999), organization is more highly

correlated with student achievement (I = .S7) than expressiveness (I = .35),

suggesting perhaps that the former has a more powerful association with

student learning than the latter. However, each behaviour was hypothesized to

have some ¡nfluence on student learning. ln order to address this issue, the

magnitude of the main effects, omega-squared values, were compared.

Second, it was hypothes¡zed that a symbiotic/antagonistic relatíonship

exists among different teaching behaviours, such that certain behaviour

combinat¡ons are complementary, facilitating student learning (i.e., symbiotic),

whereas others are distracting, thwarting student learning (i.e., antagonistic).

ln order to explore this idea, four teaching episodes were articulated: low

expressiveness/low organization, low expressiveness/h¡gh organization, high

expressiveness/low organizat¡on, and high expressiveness/high organization.

Low expressiveness/low organization and high expressiveness/high

organization were thought to reflect poor and excellent teaching, respectively,

and low expressiveness/high organization and high expressivenessilow

organization, were thought to represent other types of teaching conditions.

Given that organization has a more powerful association with student

achievement than expressiveness (Feldman, 1g8g), the low expressiveness/h igh

organization condition was thought to have a stronger influence on student

learning than the high expressiveness/low organization condition. By combining
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the magn¡tudes of the correlation coeffic¡ents assoc¡ated with each teaching

behaviour, the direction of this hypothesis becomes clearer. lf low teaching

behaviours are assigned half the value, given the fact that they are less

etfective than high teaching behaviours (this weight has been arbitrarily

assigned for the sake of argument purposes only), then the combination of

correlation coefficients of low expressiveness and high organization t((.SX.3S)

+ (t)(.57))/2 = .37ì has a potenriaily higher association with student

achievement than the combined correlation coeffic¡ent of high expressiveness

and low organization t((1X.gS) + (.5)(.57))t2 = .521. tn order to test this

hypothesis along with those previously mentioned, six a ptoll comparisons

were conducted.

The independent variables included instructor expressiveness (low, high)

and instructor organization (low, high) and the dependent variables included

student attention and achievement. Attention was defined by a self-report of

attending to the lecture. Achievement was denoted by a recall, recognition and

an application test of the lecture material, and by a self-report of students'

perception of their learning. ln order to control for extraneous learning

variables, such as seeking help, researching topics in a library, reading from a

text, asking the instructor questions, etc., students were presented with a one-

time instructional episode involving novel lecture material.

Student Differences and Etfective Teaching

The second major purpose of the thesis was to explore the student entry

characteristics that benefit from and are potentially compensated for by

etfective teaching behaviours. ln order to reduce the complexity of lhe

research qìestions assoc¡ated with each individual difference var¡able, the

following section is divided into subsections.
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Locus of control and test anxiety main effects. The first

research question focuses on identifiable ditferences distinguishing externals

from internals and high test-anxious from either low or moderate test-anxious

students. Based on previous research, locus of control and test anxiety should

predict differences in learning orientations. Externals and high test-anxious

students should demonstrate less adaptive learning orientations, as defined by

lower lecture ach¡evement scores, than internals and either low or moderate

test-anxious students, respectively.

Benefiting from effective teaching behav¡ours, The second set ot

hypotheses deal with exploring student differences that benefit from effective

teaching behaviours. Based on previous research (Perry, 1991), the effective

teaching behaviors were expected to increase achievement in students with

adaptive learning orientations, namely internals and low or moderate test-

anxious students. ln order to test this hypothesis, six q priori comparisons are

proposed. lnternals should have belter achievement test scores than

externals, when provided with either high expressiveness or high organization.

Low and moderate test-anxious students should perform better than high test-

anxious students when receiving either expressive or organized teaching.l

Being compensated for by effective teaching behaviours. The

third set of hypotheses deals with exploring at-r¡sk students that are

potentially compensated for by effective teaching behaviours. According to

Perry (1991), effective teaching behaviours may also have a compensatory

effect for students with less adaptive learning orientations. However, past

studies have not demonstrated this phenomenon when look¡ng at expressive

instruct¡on'and student achievement as measured by recognition tests (Perry &

Dickens, 1984; 1987; Magnusson & Perry, 1989). Although expressiveness may
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not provide compensation effects, this may not be the case for other teach¡ng

behaviors such as organization. Moreover, compensatory etfects may not be

demonstrated on recognition measures used in previous studies, but on other

measures such as recall. Thus, in order to f urther explore the compensatory

phenomenon of effective teaching, students with less adaptive learning

orientat¡ons were provided with ineffective and effective instruction.

Aþrisk students may not achieve the same level of academic

performance as students with adaptive learning orientations. lf the

compensatory phenomenon exists, then at-risk students should perform befier

with effective instruct¡on. ln other words, externals and high test-anxious

students receiving effective teaching should perform higher academically than

externals and high tesÞanxious students given ineffective teaching, respectively.

Four a priori comparisons are used to test this hypothesis. For externals, high,

as compared to low, expressiveness should produce higher learning outcomes,

and, high, as compared to low, organization should produce higher learning

outcomes. For high tesÈanxÌous students, high, as compared to low,

expressiveness should produce higher learning outcomes, and high, as

compared to fow, organization should produce higher learning outcomes.2

ln order to test the hypotheses, external and internal locus of control

students and low, moderate, and high test-anxious students are presented with

low and high levels of effective teaching behaviours, namely expressiveness and

organization. The independent variables include locus of control, test anxiety,

instructor expressiveness, and instructor organization. The dependent

variables are defined by achievement measures involving recall and recognition.
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ln summary, the purpose of the present thesis is to help clarify the

teach ing-learning process. This is accomplished by first investigating the links

between effect¡ve teaching and learning. More specifically, the amount of

influence that expressiveness and organization have on student learning

outcomes ¡s explored. Second, the differentiation of learning as predicted by

two student ditferences, locus of control and test anxiety, is conducted. Th¡rd,

the influence of student entry characteristics and effective teaching as they

affect learning outcomes are also examined. By achieving these three tasks, a

better understanding of the contr¡bution that effective teaching and student

differences have on student learning outcomes is anticipated.
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Method

Su biects

Figure 2 presents the progression of subject selection. From a subject

pool of 3200 introductory psychology students, 596 volunteered for one of 10

two-hour time slots in order to fulfill a requirement tor their lntroduction to

Psychology course. A number of student response forms were removed from

analyses for the following reasons: 139 indicated previous lecture content

knowledge, 15 because of incomplete responses, and two because of data

representing outliers (see the Lecture achievement tests section). The final

group consisted of 380 subjects: 85 in the control group (89 males; 46 females;

ages: 18 - 45; M = 22.22 SD = 6.39) and Z9S in the experimentat groups (mates

= 118; females = 177; ages: 18 - 45; M = 20.82: SD = a.6S).

Materials

lnstructional manipulation, Given their effect on sludent achievement

in the college classroom, expressiveness and organization were selected to

represent two teaching behaviours (Feldman, I989; Murray, 1991; perry,

1991). Lecture content was held constant by equating the lectures for the

number of teaching idea units. This was accomplished by having the instructor

use the identical set of lecture notes for all presentations. Specifically, four

color videotapes were developed: low expressiveness/low organization; low

expressiveness/high organization; high expressiveness/low organízation; and

high expressiveness/high organization. ln each of the videotapes, a female

economics professor who had won a number of teaching awards gave a

lecture on the topic of "demand", a lecture typically presented to first year

economics students.



Note: LELo = Low express¡ve/low organization; LEHo = Low expressive/high organizat¡on; HELo = Low express¡ve/low organ¡zation;

HEHO = High expressive/high organ¡zat¡on.

Figure 2. The derivation of the final groups of subjects.

I
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The videotape presentations varied according to expressiveness defined

by: eye contact with the video camera; voice inflection in the delivery of the

presentation; phys¡cal movement depicted by appropriate hand gestures;

physical relocation of the presenter around the lectern; and humor. The

organization manipulation included variation of the following behaviours: giving a

preliminary overview of the lecture; providing an outline of lecture on the

overhead; using headings and subheadings; and signaling transitions to a new

topic. These characteristics were decreased and increased in the low and high

conditions, respectively.

An Electrohome Color Videotape Projection Unit projected the videotapes

onto a 2.2 meter diagonal screen in order to simulate a life-size presentation.

Furthermore, the video camera focused on the lecturer at all times during the

initial recording session, with the exception of an occasional view of the

overhead material. Projection of this format of videotape recording onto a flat

screen produces the illusion that the instructor was at all times facing the

audience, regardless of the angle of vision that each student's seat

represented, ln order to enhance the visual etfect, students were seated facing

the screen within 50 degrees on either side of the perpendicular from the

screen. This was done in order to reproduce as close to "life" representation

of the lecturer as possible.

Videotaped lectures, rather than "live" presentations, were selected for a

number of reasons. First, in order to investigate the causal nature of specific

teaching behaviours, it was necessary to control for lecture content and

presentation variables across all conditions, a task that ¡s easily accomplished

through videotaping. Second, comparable effectiveness in demonstrating

teaching effects in college classrooms has been maintained through the use of
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videotapes (Abrami et al., 1982; Perry, 1991; perry, Abrami, & Leventhal,

'1979). Third, videotaped instruction serves as an effect¡ve alternative to

conventional instruction (Jamison, Suppes, & Wells, 1974).

Finally, training a confederate to provide multiple, yet consistent, in vivo

teaching behaviours in the classroom laboratory would be ditficult for a number

of reasons. First, due to practice effects, there is a high probability that the

last lectures presented would be better than the first lecture. Second, fatiguê

may influence an instructor's presentation, especially when having to present

two sets of four teaching episodes. Third, "live" teaching would not permit the

control of other teaching behaviours such as interaction, rapport, and lecture

content, thereby confounding the effects of the teaching behaviours of interest.

Fourth, videotaped lectures also control for teacher biases that are present in

"live" teaching situations. Given the consistent teaching behaviours over multiple

presentations, the reduction of possible practice effects as well as the control

of experimenter bias, the videotape format was chosen.

Classroom analog. The simulated college classroom setting was

designed to provide a realistic environment in which to study effective

instruction and student differences on student learning outcomes. Behavioural,

atfective, and cognitive involvement is generally quite high. According to perry

(1991), participants are often highly motivated to provide explanations for the

outcome of the achievement event in a classroom analog. Also, investigating

instructor characteristics in the laboratory setting may "lead to more precise

descr¡ptions of effective teaching behaviours" (p. 461 ; Abrami et al., 1982).

Prelecture student questionnaire. A prelecture questionnaire

included a number of demographic items: age, gender, high school GPA, and last

introductory psychology test score (see Appendix A). The following measures
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were also ¡ncluded: Survey of Work Styles, Locus of Control Scale, and the Test

Anxiety Scale. Of specific ¡nterest were the latter two scales, which were used

as control variables.

Subjects' locus of control was assessed using the Multidimensional

Multiattributional Causality Scale (MMCS; Lefcourt, Von Bayer, Ware & Cox,

1979). (See Lefcourt, 1981 for a more complete description of its

development.) This scale is more appropriate for use with college students

than Rotter's (1975) lnternal-External scale, because it relates specif ically to

academic achievement in college. Also, it distinguishes among different kinds of

attributions (e.9., ability, task difficutty, etfort, and luck) and between different

outcomes (e.9., success or failure). Kuder-Richardson formula 20 reliability

estimates have been calculated for the total locus of control scale (KR20 =

.75), and for each of the subscales: effort (KR20 = .66), abitity (KR2O = .64),

task ditliculty (KR20 = .53), and luck (KR20 = .71; powers & Rossman, 1983).

According to Powers and Rossman (1983), these reliability estimates are

reasonable for a scale measuring this type of construct, Finally, Lefcourt et al.

(1979) reported a split-half reliability of the scate to be .77.

According to Weiner (1986) and Rothbaum, Weisz, and Snyder (1982),

negative or failure events are the primary determinants of loss of control and

thus were used to differentiate locus of control groups. Whereas previous

research (Menec et al., 1994; Perry & Penner, 1990) has categorized externals

and internals on the basis of the ability and effort attributions to the six failure

items of the MMCS, the present study included all twelve failure items relating to

academic achievement. Each item was scored on a S-point Likert-type scale

(i.e., I = "strongly disagree"; 5 = "strongly agree',; see Appendix A, questions

97-108). Dichotomization was based on Lefcourt's original scoring procedure.
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A total internality score for each subject "consisted of agreement with internal

attributions and denial of external attributions,' (Lefcourt et al., 1979; p. 2g9).

For instance, the external attributes related to luck (range = 3 _ 15) and

context (range = 3 - 15) were subtracted from the internal attributes, ability

(range=3 - 15) and effort (range = 3 - 1S), resulting in a total score ranging

fiom -24 to 24, Then a median split based on the distribution of the

participants (Md = 3) was employed. The median found in the present study

was similar to those of other studies (i.e., M! = 2 for Menec et al., 1994).

Students scoring three or less were classif¡ed as External (n = l6¿; M = -0.2g;

SD = 2.73) and four or more as lnternal (n = 131; M = 7.47; SD = 2.9g)

respectively, ensuring a suitable definition of locus of control, while maintaining

acceptable sample sizes.

To assess the effectiveness of the dichotomization procedure, a ! test

was conducted on a prelecture achievement outcome. lnternals reported

better high school GPAs (MSe = a.30, M = 6.05, sD = 2.02 n, "Q+", ¡ = lg.l;

note: lower scores are equal to higher grades; see Appendix E, ltem #41) as

compared to externals (M = 6.67, SD = 2.14, - "C", n = 164), (294) = 2.54, Þs

<.05. Thus, the median split procedure seems to represent a suitable

dichotomization of locus of control.

The Test Anxiety Scale (Sarason, 1975) has been widely used as a

measure of test anxiety in college settings. It has been used as an independent

variable, where groups representing extreme scores have been compared in

examination situations (Tobias, 1985). Test-retest reliabilities tend to be over

.80 for intervals of several weeks fsee Wagaman, Cormier, & Cormier (1gZS)

who repori test-retest reliability coetficients of .971. The Test Anxiety Scale
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has also been used as a dependent var¡able in testing various clinical

treatments ot test anx¡ety reduction (Crocker & Schmitt, 1997; Decker, .19g7).

Although the research norm typically relies on d¡chotom¡zing test anxiety

scores based on a median split (Hembree, l ggS), a more ref ined delineation

was used in which students were categorized into low, moderate, and h¡gh

test-anxious groups. This approach was chosen in order to explore a more

specific definition ot test anx¡ety, in particular, one that would reflect the

equivalent of "aþrisk", normal, and mastery college students (i.e., high,

moderate, and low test-anxious respectively). The test anxiety scores were

trichotomized to provide approximately equal groups of students. Students

were categorized as low, moderate, or high test-anxious according to the

thirds of the scale's distribution (range = 2 to 35) over the three groups.

Students scoring 16 or less, between 17 and 25, and 24 or more were

classified as low (n = 105; M = 9.68 ; SD = 4.01), moderate (n= gO; tr¡ =

20.29; SD = 1.96), and high test-anxious (n = j00; M = 28.67., SD = 3.26),

respectively. This classification was used to ensure a suitable definition of test

anxiety, while maintaining acceptable sample sizes.

The effectiveness of the tricirotomization procedure was addressed by

conducting a t test on a prelecture achievement outcome. Moderate test-

anx¡ous students had better high school GPAs (MSe = 4.30, M = 6.80, SD =

1.91, n = 89, " "B+"; note: lower scores are equal to higher grades; see

Appendix E, ltem 41) than high tesþanxious students (M = 6.04, SD = 2.1S, n =

9z; -'31, !8(291) = 2.50, p < .05. Although not significant, low test-anxious

students scored between the moderate and high tesþanxious students (M =

6.38, SD =2.17,n=105).
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Finaliy, in ofder to ensure that test anxiety was not confounded with, but

orthogonal to, locus of control, a pearson Correlation Coefficient was

computed. The results ¡ndicated a negat¡ve relationsh¡p between test anxiety

and locus of control, however, a relationsh¡p that is negligible (¡ = _.97, n =
.21). Thus, test anxiety is not lineaf y correlated with locus of control and

consequently, any f¡ndings related to test anxiety should provide additional

information to that already found with the locus of control construct.

selective attention. Most research assessing students' attention has

inferred attention effects trom physiological measures, such as phasic changes in

heart rate, evoked brain potentials, and reflex startle blinks (Graham, 1992;

Hirschhorn & Michie, 1990) and perceptual measures, such as the stroop color-

Word Test (Lazarus, Ludwig, & Abersonor, 1gg4). Although these measures

adequately denote selective attention, they are not commonly used in the college

classroom, and therefore, would be considered, at best, intrusive and distracting

to the learning experience of the students. ln other words, the use of these

measures would not provide a realistic environment in which to study effect¡ve

instruction and student differences on student learning outcomes. Based on the

difficulty of measuring student attention during learning in a simulated college

classroom, the administration of a student lecture attention self-report was

hypothesized to provide an alternative method of denot¡ng selective attention.

On a single-item, ten-point scale, students identified the extent to which they

attended to the lecture (i.e., 1 = "Qo/o"; 10 = "1000/o"i see Appendix E, ltem 2S).

Studies investigating the teaching-learning phenomenon have indirectly

inferred deficits in attention from decrements in student performance. For

example, in a summary of the Manitoba Laboratory studies, perry (1 991) stated

that "expressive teaching did not enhance learning and performance in helpless
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students, suggesting that selective attention may have been impaired,, (p. 37).

However, inferring student attention from achievement performance has its

limitations. For ¡nstance, the achievement measure used in these studies relied on

the multiple choice format (e.9,, Perry & Dickens, 1gB4; 1987; perry &

Magnusson, 1987; Perry et al., 1986; Schonwefier et al., 1994b). Muttiple choice

tests provide cues that enhance students, memory of information processed

during the lecture presentation. Thus, to define selective attention on the basis

of recognition measures is problematic because student performance may not

only be the result of selective attending during lecture presentation, but also the

result of cues provided by the test items.

Although not a direct measure of attention, recall may give greater

confidence in concluding that attention is affected than recognition. A recall test

does not provide stimulus cues. Students are provided with a piece of paper

that contains no words related to the lecture and are required to write down all

the lecture unit ideas presented. Thus, selective attention was directly measured

by a self-report item and indirectly by inferring student attention performance

from lecture achievement test outcomes.

Lecture achievement tests. Most studies dealing with effective

teaching-student learning have relied almost exclusively on student final

examinations as outcome measures (see Murray, 1991). According to

McKeachie et al. (1986), final examinations may not be criteria for

differentiating the ettects of teaching since they are based primarily on

textbook material and therefore poor indicators of learning derived solely from

the lecture presentation. Moreover, students may try to compensate fof

ineffective teaching by additional research or getting help from peers, thereby

confounding any teaching effects. ln order to avoid this problem, an empirical
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¡nvest¡gation of teaching behaviours in a controlled environment was conducted

where the criteria tor learning was the amount of information learned from

novel lecture material and not from external sources such as textbooks or

peers. Students were provided with a "one-time', fecture presentation and

were then required to write an achievement test based on that material.

ln order to ensure that the material presented was novel, students were

screened regarding their experience with the lecture material. Few studies have

sought to control students' prior knowledge of content material presented in

the lecture manipulation. Two methods were utilized to address this issue here.

First, introductory psychology students were provided with an economics

lecture, containing material not direcily related to their discipline. Second, in

order to control for prior knowledge effects, students who self-reported

experience in the economics course were deleted from the initial sample (l

asked "Have you ever had this material before?": "yes" or "No,,).

Given that the removal of 'l39 students with economics experience might

result in a unique subsample of remaining students (o = 2gS) and therefore

make generalization a potent¡al problem, student differences were examined. A

number of ! tests were conducted on student differences variables, No

significant effects were demonstrated on Type A Behaviour pattern, Locus of

Control, Test Anxiety, or Age. However, economics-experienced students

performed much better (M= 20.28, MSs = 26.75, n = 139 vs. M = 15.77, n =

295), te(433) = 8.47, B < .0001, and felt that it was more important to do

well than their counterparts (M = 5.50, MSs = 5.73, n = 133 vs. M = 4.90, n =

295), lBØ27) = 2.38, B < .01. Since the purpose of the study was to examine

the effects of teaching behaviours using novel lecture material, these subjects
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were removed from further analyses. Obviously, th¡s presents certain

limitations for the generalizability of the results.

Furthermore, past studies relying on achievement tests have almost

exclusively depended on recognit¡on tests such as multiple-choice items (i.e.,

Perry & Dickens, 1987, Perry & Magnusson, 1987; 19gg; perry & penner, 19gO;

Schonwetter et al., 1994b). Although recognition is a measure of student

learning, it generally represents the knowledge and comprehension dimensions

of learning (Bloom, Engethart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956). tt involves the

correct identification of content from a large array of content with cues.

Recognition tests do not force recall, the remembering oÍ contenl without any

cues and therefore, may represent a lower or less in-depth processing of

information. A more involved or deeper level of learning is the application of

knowledge. This requires the ability to use general principles or ideas presented

during the lecture and the ability to apply them to new situations, Compared

to previous studies, the present study incorporated recall, recognition, and

application items to create a more comprehensive definition of learning.

During the five-minute recall test, students were provided with a blank

sheet of paper on which to record as many of the key words presented during

the lecture (i.e., demand, complements, services, goods, etc.; see Appendix B).

Of the possible 42 lecture unit ideas (see Append¡x C) consistently presented

across all four teaching episodes, most students recalled less than 500/o (M =

11.87; SD= 3.91; n =294;Ânge=4-2g). OnestudentscoredOonthe recall

test, representing an outlier (i.e., ¿ = 3.0) and was therefore removed from

further analyses.

The achievement test derived from the lecture was composed of 30

multiple-choice ¡tems, each item having four choices (see Appendix D). Ten
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items represented the knowledge and comprehens¡on dimensions of learning

and twenty items measured the application of knowledge. The multiple-choice

test was designed to be moderately difficult in order to avoid a ceiling affect

(M = 15.77i SD = 5.02; range = 4 - Z9). Students perceived the test as

ditficult. For instance, on a 1o-point scale (i.e., 1 = "no influence on my

performance"; 10 = " a great deal of inf luence on my performance"), they

attributed test difficulty as having had a moderate influence on their

performance (M = 6.37; SD = 2,33; see Appendix E, ltem #6). One student

scored 0 on the recognition and application tests, representing an outlier (i.e., z

= 3.1) and was removed from analyses. Given that perceived versus actual

learning was of inlerest to the present study, students rated the amount that

they perceived they had learned (i.e., 1 = "very little"; 10 = "very much"; see

Appendix E, ltem 34).

P rocedu re

Figure 3 presents the chronological sequence of events for the study. Of

the 3200 students in a multisection introductory psychology course, 5g6

volunteered for one of five sessions in either Week I or Week 2. ln order to

counterbalance the sequence in which each condition was presented during each

week, the four experimental conditions and one control condition were randomly

assigned to each of the sessions, once in each week. Students in groups of 40-

50 came to the simulated college classroom. Students in the experimental

sessions completed the preÍecture questionnaire, viewed one of four videotaped

lectures (low expressive/low organization, low expressive/high organization,

high expressive/low organization, and high expressive/high organization), wrote

the recall ànd achievement tests, and completed the post-achievement

questionnaire. Students who were in the control group completed the



P roced u re

Figure 3. Experimental procedures of the control and experimental

groups.

lntroduclion to Psychology Subject Pool
3200 Students

536 Students Sign-Up for One of Ten
Sessions

Random Assignment of Experimental
Conditions to Each of Ten Sessions

Experimental

Prelectu re
Questionnaire

Prelecture

Post Achievement
Questionnaire

Post Achievement
Q uestio n naire
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prelecture questionnaìre, the achievement test, and the post-achievement

questionnaire. Finally, to ensure an educational learning experience, all students

were debrief ed.

Rationale for Design and Statistical Analysis

ln order to test the research questions, an Expressive lnstruction (low,

high) by Organized lnstruction (low, high) by Locus of Controt (externat,

internal) x Test Anxiety (low, moderate, high) 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 design was

implemented. Before examining the research questions, a Bartlett-Box stat¡stic

from SPSS-X MANOVA procedure was employed on all dependent variables.

This was done in order to test for heterogeneity of variance because sample

sizes were unequal. The alpha level was set at .05. The results demonstrated

no significant effects on any of the dependent variables, thereby indicating that

heterogeneity of variance was not confirmed.

Eff ective Teaching: An Analysis

The first two research questions focused on the main effects of

expressiveness and organization. The third question dealt with distinguishing

the effect sizes of these behaviours. ln order to address these questions,

Expressive lnstruction (low, high) by Organized lnstruction (low, high), by Locus

of Control (external, internal) x Test Anxiety (low, moderate, high) 2 x 2 x 2 x 3

an ANOVA was conducted and the main effects were investigated. Each

significant effect was followed up by a measure of the magn¡tude of the

experimental effect using omega-squared (o2; Hays, 1973; Tabachnik & Fidell,

'1992). Values less lhan .03 (i.e., accounting for less than 3olo of the variance)

were viewed as too small to be practically significant.

The combined effects of both teaching behaviours were also explored.

Four types of teaching episodes were investigated: low expressive/low
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organization, low expressive/high organ¡zation, high expressive/low

organ¡zation, and high expressiveihigh organization. The following specific

comparisons were of interest. First, the low expressiveilow organ¡zation

condition was thought to reflect poor teaching and thus produce lower learning

outcomes than the low expressiveness/high organization, the high

expressivenessilow organization, or the high expressive/high organization

conditions. second, high expressiveness/high organization was expected to be

optimal teaching and therefore, hypothesized to yield better learning outcomes

than any of the other three teaching episodes. Finally, the other two teaching

conditions, low expressive/high organization and high expressive/low

organization, were thought to reflect intermediate quality teaching conditions.

Given that organization, in comparison to expressiveness, demonstrated

a stronger correlation with student achievement (Feldman, 1gg9), the low

expressiveness/high organization condition was anticipated to be more

effective than high expressiveness/low organization. Based on the exploratory

nature of this research question, the familywise alpha level was set at.1O.

Thus, one-tailed Bonferroni t tests with alpha set at .0167 per contrast (i.e,, six

comparisons) were used with an interpolated critical l}e71) = 2.16. The

dependent variables included measures of attention and achievement.

Student Differences and Effective Teaching

The purpose of this section on individual differences is two fold. Students

with more adaptive learning orientations (i,e., internal, low and moderate test-

anxious students), as compared to less (i.e., external and high tesþanxious

students), are ident¡fied. Both Locus of Control (external, internal) and Test

Anxiety (low, moderate, high) main effects were investigated, using onetailed

Bonferroni I tests. Given that the locus of control (Rotter, 1990) and test
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anxiety (Hembree, 1988) etfects are well-established, the alpha level for tocus

of control and the familywise alpha level for test anxiety were set at.os. Thus,

one-tailed Bonferroni t tests with alpha set at .0167 for each test anxiety

contrast were used with an interpolated critical lB(271) = 2.163 (i.e.,3

comparisons).

The impact of the teaching behav¡ours and the two indiv¡dual ditferences

between students was also investigated. Four research hypotheses were

generated, each using a set of a priori comparisons. However, the paucity of

literature regarding familywise error for the ptanning and analysis of a factorial,

in comparison to the singre factor design (Kepper, 1991), made it challenging to

establish the appropriate analysis to use. According to Keppel (1991),

"current practice in psychological research favors analyses without correction

for the Family wise rate" (p.249). Nevertheless, in keeping with the scient¡fic

rigor of controlling the probability of making a Type I error, the familywise

error rate was put into practice.

Part of the present challenge involved defining which a priori comparisons

in the mullifactorial design const¡tuted the familywise error rate. According to

Keselman, Keselman, and Games (1990), the familywise error rate incfudes a

"family of conclusions about comparisons among a set of group means" (p. g).

Furthermore, "significance tests involving different factors are usually regarded

as constituting different families" (Maxwell & Delaney, 1990; p. 1 72), For less

complex designs, such as a 2-way design, the two main ettects and the

interaction qualify as three separate families. However, the present research

questions did not focus on the 4-way or 3-way interactions. Rather, four

specific sets of group means were identified, one from each of the four,2-way

interactions. ln other words, each research quest¡on incorporated a meaningful
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set of comparisons des¡gned to address a specific issue that was different

from any of the other three research questions. Thus, four conceptually

distinct sets of group means were explored, each ¡nvolving a different set of

comparisons, and each requiring a familyw¡se error rate.

ln order to test whether externals and internals would benefit from

expressive instruction, two a priori comparisons were conducted (i.e., two

simple main effect tests). Given that the expressiveness effect is well-

established for both state and trait control (Magnusson & perry, lggg; perry &

Dickens, 1987; Perry & Magnusson, 1987; Schonwetter et al., 1994b), the

familywise alpha level was set at.05, Thus, using the Bonferroni adjustment

procedure (Keppel, 1991; Maxwell & Delaney, 1gg0), one-tailed Bonferroni t

tests with alpha set at .025 for each contrast were used with a critical

!8e71) = 1'960.

Two a oriori comparisons were conducted to test whether externals and

internals would benefit from organized instruction (i.e., two simple main effect

tests). However, given the exploratory nature of this research question, the

familywise alpha level was set at .10. Thus, using the Bonferroni adjustment

procedure, one-tailed Bonferroni t tests with alpha set at.05 for each contrasl

were used with a critical !8(271) = 1.645.

Three a priori comparisons were conducted to test whether low,

moderate, and high test-anxious students would benefit from expressive

instruction (i.e., three simple main effect tests). G¡ven the exploratory nature ot

this research question, the familywise alpha level was set at .10. Thus, using

the Bonferroni adjustment procedure, one-tailed Bonferroni ! tests with alpha

set at .033 for each contrast were used with an interpolated crilical !8(271) =

1,855.
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Three a ptlOü comparisons were conducted to test whether low,

moderate, and high test-anxious students would benefit from organized

instruction (i.e., three simple main effect tests). Because of the exploratory

nature of this research question, the familywise alpha level was also set at .10.

Thus, using the Bonferroni adjustment procedure, one-tailed Bonferroni ! tests

with alpha set at .033 for each contrast were used with an interpolated critical

!8(271) = 1.855.

Manipulation Checks

lnstructional Manipu f ation

Researchers have compiled persuasive evidence regarding the validity of

student ratings (Centra, 1979; Cohen, 1987; Fetdman, 1989; Marsh, 1984;

McKeachie, 1979; Murray, 1987). Thus, in order to ensure that the teaching

manipulations were accurately portraying the teaching behaviours of interest,

students who participated in the study (n = 295) also rated the teaching

behaviours. Students rated the videotaped lectures on 14 low and g high

inference teaching behaviours using a 5-point Likert-type scale for both items

(i.e., t = "poor"; 5 = "outstanding"; see Appendix E, ltems 43-59). The 14 low

inference items denoting the three lecturing behaviours of interest were

extracted from Murray's (1983; 1987) Teacher Behaviours lnventory. The

three high-inference items were added because they represent the global items

found in many instructor evaluation questionnaires. Principle iactors extraction

with varimax rotation was peformed using SAS (SAS lnstitute, 1989) on these

17 items. Three factors were extracted: organization, expressiveness, and

clarity. Table 2 presents the factor loadings and eigenvalues (or variances

explained). The largest amount of variance (4.97) was accounted for by

factors loading on organization, followed by expressiveness (2.94) and clarity
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Table 2

Factor Loadings of Student Ratings of Ëffective Teachino

Low lnference
Teaching Behaviours

Used outline

Used preliminary overview

Headings & subheadings

Signaled transitions

Wrote key terms on overhead

Was organized*

Facilitated note-taking

Gestured with hands & arms

Moved while lecturing

Varied speech & tone of voice

Made eye contact

Enhanced presentation with humor

Was expressive*

Used multiple examples

Used concrete examples

Repeated ditficult terms

Was clear*

Factor Factor Factor
123

0.87660

0.87655

0.84053

0.71878

0.69368

0.59380

0.58652

0.80115

0.78039

0. ô2970

0.62289

0.58975

0.56393

0.68598

0.68499

0.55899

0.47451

Eigenvalues 4.9732 2.9356 2.1208

Note. High inference items =.. All other items represent low inference items

Factor 1 represents organization; Factor 2 represents expressiveness;

Factor 3 represents clar¡ty.
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(2.12). These findings tend to reflect the relative importance of the

organization-expressiveness relation described earlier. Organization

demonstrated eigenvalues almost twice that of expressiveness. Moreover, a

símilar pattern of differences, albeit using a different statistical indice, is

reported in Feldman's (1989) study. He found the organization correlation

coefficient (L = .57) to be almost twice that of expressiveness (I = .3S).

ln order to ensure that the teaching behaviours were effectively

manipulated using the videotapes, the following procedure was conducted. The

items loading under each factor were summed and the means computed (i.e,,

item score/number of ilems), thereby creating three mean scores, one for each

teaching behaviour: expressiveness, organization, and clarity (range, t =

"poor"; 5 = "excellent"). Each of these measures was used as a dependent

variable in order to test the etfectiveness of the man¡pulations. The

independent variables included the four teaching videotapes: low

expressivenessilow organization, low expressiveness/high organization, high

expressiveness/low organization, and high expressiveness/high organization.

Thus, an Expressive lnstruction (low, high) x Organized lnstruction (low, high) 2

x 2 ANOVA was conducted on the three mean scores. The two-way ANOVA

demonstrated two significant main effects on the three dependent variables.

First, a significant Expressive lnstruction main etfect was demonstrated on the

expressiveness dependent variable, E(,270) = 128.99, IdSe = 0.61, p < .0001,

o2 =.30 (M = 2.97;SD =.83; n = 156 vs. M = 1.94; SD = .72; 0= 138).

Second, a significant Organized lnstruction main effect was demonstrated on

lhe organization dependent variable, E(,270) = 439.66, MSs = 0.56, p <

.0001, o2 = .60 (M = 4.06; S8 = .58; n = 147 vs. M = 2.24;SD = .90; n = 147).
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Finally, no significant effects were found for the clarity dependent variable,

F(1, 270) = 0.01, MSe = 0.76, p = .98. Based on these results, it was

concluded that the teaching behaviours were effectively manipulated using the

videotapes. ln other words, the type of teaching condition that students

viewed was consistent wilh the intended manipulation of the teaching

behaviours. Students provided with low expressiveness rated the teaching

episode as low in expressiveness. This was the case for all four conditions.

Although the student rating means for the two inetfective teaching

conditions, low expressiveness (M = 1.94) and low organization (M = 2.29,

were quite similar, this was not the case for the two effective teaching

conditions, high expressiveness (M = 2.97) and high organ¡zarion (M = a.06). ln

other words, students rated the organization teaching manipulatÌon as higher

than expressiveness. Moreover, the organization main effect size was twice

that of expressiveness (ss2 = .OO vs. r,.l2 = .30), suggesting that the difference

between effective and ineffective teaching in the organization manipulat¡on was

twice as strong as that of the expressiveness manipulation. These

experimental findings indirectly ref lect Feldman's (1989) correlational tindings.

The association between organization and student achievement (f = .52) was

almost twice that of express¡veness and student achievement (f = .35).

However, the extent to which these manipulations adequately portray the real

college lectute was of concern.

To ensure that the lecture manipulations bore some relation to the actual

college setting, the four teaching conditions were compared to Murray's (1983)

field study distribution of effective teaching behaviours conducted on 54

univers¡ty instructors. The means for each of the lecturing behaviours,

expressiveness and organization, in each lecture episode (i.e., low
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expressiveness/low organization, low expressiveness/h igh organizat¡on, high

expressiveness/low organization, h¡gh expressiveness/high organization) were

compared to the means generated from Murray's data (anchors: 1= "almost

never"; 5 = "almost always"). The behaviours denoting each of the teaching

conditions deviated somewhat from the distribution found in Murray's field

study. For instance, the low expressiveness/low organization and low

expressiveness/high organizat¡on conditions (M = 1.85; M = 2.03) were lower

than Murray's low expressiveness rating (M = 2.67). Similarly, the high

expressiveness/low organization and high expressiveness/high organization

conditions (M = 2.95; M = 3.02) were also lower than Murray's high

expressiveness rating (M = 3.94). However, the differences between the lowest

and highest ratings (M = 1 .85 vs. M = 3.02; difference = '1 .1 7) was similar to

the difference observed in Murray's data (M = 2.67 vs. M = 3.94; difference =

1.25). Based on these comparisons, the expressiveness manipulations were

lower than the range of expressiveness ratings found in the actual college

classroom, but the difference between the low and high conditions were fairly

s¡milar.

The findings for the organization manipulation were somewhat different.

Low expressiveness/low organization and high expressiveness/low organization

ratings (M = 2.09; M = 2.46) were lower than Murray's low organization rating

(M = 3.01), whereas low expressiveness/high organization and high

expressiveness/high organization means (M = 4.05; M = 3.90) were somewhat

higher than Murray's high organization rating (M = 3.45). Moreover, the

differences between the lowest and highest ratings (M = 2.09 vs. M = 4.05;

difference = 1,96) was greater than the difference observed in Murray's data

(M = 3.01 vs, M = 3.45; difference = 0.44). Thus, both low and high
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expressiveness and low organization man¡pulations were lower than the field

setting, whereas the high organizat¡on manipulation was higher than Murray,s

(1983) field study. These findings provide further evidence that the high

organ¡zation manipulation may be stronger than the high expressiveness

manipulation. Although the comparison may not adequately address the extent

to which the teaching manipulations represent actual teaching episodes in the

college classroom, the differences observed between the expressiveness and

organization manipulations in the present study should be kept in mind when

interpreting the results.

Presentation Seouence

ln order to ensure that the achievement outcomes were not due to the

time of experimentation (i.e., Monday through to Friday), each condition was

run twice, once in week one and once in week two. As illustrated in Table B,

each of the four experimental conditions was randomly assigned to one of each

of the sessions, for each of two weeks. This resulted in a Week (week one,

week two) x Teaching Condition (low expressive/low organization, low

expressive/high organization, high expressive/low organization, high

expressive/high organization) 2 X 4 design. A2x 4 ANOVA produced no

significant interaction, E(3, 287) = 0,39, MSe = 4.98, p = .76 or a Week main

effect F(1, 287) = 2.72, MSs = 4.96, Þ = .10, on achievement, suggesting that

lhe presentation sequence was counterbalanced. Table 3 displays the means

and standard deviations for the teaching manipulations by time of week.

lnstruction Effects

ln order to ensure that the teaching manipulations had an effect on

student learning, the achievement scores were collapsed across all four

experimental conditions and compared to the achievement scores of a control



Table 3

bv Time of Week

Week one
M

SD
n

Presentat¡on day*

Week two
M
SD

!
Presentat¡on day'

Low High
organ izat ion orga n ization

Low exDress¡ve

14.23
4.44
26
4

15.95
4.69
38

1

Note. * = cond¡tions were randomly assigned to one of four days for each of two consecut¡ve weeks.

16.39
4.26
Jþ

1

17.21
5.50
39
3

Low High
o rga n ¡zation organizat¡on

H¡qh expressive

13.84
5.1 5
37
2

15.17
4.66
47
2

Week
means and

totals

16.54
5.71
41
3

16.55
4.83
31
4

15.36
5.09

140

16.15
4.94

155
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group who wrote the achievement test without having viewed the lecture.

Figure 2 presents the experimental procedures of the control and experimental

groups. A one-way Group (control, experimental) ANOVA shows that the

control group (M = 8.35; SD = 3.82; 0 = 85) had a lower achievement score

than the experimental group (M = 15.75; SD = 5.02; n = 295), E(r, 378) =

158,42, MSe = 22,88, B <.0001, ø2 =.29. Thus, the teaching conditions affect

student learn¡ng.
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Results

The resurts are div¡ded into two sections. rn sect¡on one, thè infruence of

commonly occurr¡ng teaching behaviours are investigated. ln section two, the

impact that teaching behaviours and student d¡fferences have on student

learning are examined.

Effective Teachinq: An Analvsis

To examine the influence of expressiveness and organization on student

learning, attention and achievement effects and their associated omega,

squared values were determined for each teaching behaviour. Based on the

initial hypothesis, both teaching behaviours should have main etfects on student

learning. collapsing across the Locus of control and rest Anxiety independent

variables, Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations of the attention

and achievement dependent variables,

lnstructor Expressiveness (low, high) x lnstructor Organlzation (low, high)

x Locus of Control (internal, external) x Test Anxiety (low, moderate, high) 2 x

2 x 2 x 3 between subjects ANOVAs were performed on attention and

achievement outcomes to detefmine the effects associated w¡th each teaching

behaviour. Given the unequal number of observations in the cells, as seen in

Table 4, a nonorthogonal solution was employed. The Type lll sum of squares

was selected as the most appropriate test of unweighted marginal means for

this type of design (Maxwell & Delaney, 1990).

Table 5 illustrates that high, as compared to low, organization yielded

higher levels of attention, as defined by a self-report item, and achievement, as

denoted by a recall test, a recognition test and perceived amount learned.

Also, three of the four significant main effects demonstrated practical effects

(i.e., to2 > .03), indicating that the strength of the association between the



Table 4

Se lf- re p o rte d'r
M 6.6s
STD 2.2A

n 63

orgenlzat¡onorgen¡zetion organ¡zal¡onorgan¡zsl¡on A-B A-C

Achievement performance ind¡cators

Rec all"2

M 11.09 12.27 io.g2 i3.39
sfD 3.72 4.16 9.28 4.O1

Recog n ¡tio n'3

M s_4a 6.s7 s.37 6.42
SID 1.Bo 1.90 1.91 1.96

Appl¡cation'4
M 9.77 10.24 9.21 10.13
slD 3.34 3.51 g.57 3.85
rì 64 75 A4 72

Perce¡ved learned'5

M 4.05 4.7 5 4.1A 5.56
sTD 2.1A 234 2.34 2.44
o 63 75 s4 72

Attent¡on ¡nd¡cator

7.4A 6.A7 7.51

1 .80 2.21 1.77

75 84 71

Nglg. 'r"Êxpressed in terms of pêrcontages, how would you doscr¡be your attontion to tho lecture' (¡.e., 1 = l0olo; 10 =
1000/0). '2F¡ve m¡nute free r€ca¡l of lsctur€ key words (max¡mum of 42 locture un¡t ¡deas). .3 Ten mult¡ple cho¡ce recognition
items based on lecture. '4Twenty mult¡pl€ choic€ appl¡cation itsms based on lsctur€. '5 .How much did you toarn from the
lecture" (1 = 'not at a "; t0 = "vêry much so'). Boxed numbers ¡nd¡cat€ siatist¡ca y s¡gnif¡cant I tests.

Ë! o.6s Ë¡d l.so o.os 1.s6

A.D B.C B.O C.D

1s3 043 [,-r-rl lãrii l.zs l;ä]

lïsrl o 3s l-d;l Ët o sl Ë;rl

o.77 0.94

1.42 0.35

0.59 1.81 0.19 1.60

l"t;t , ss z.ls t-i;;i

(¡
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Table 5

Expressiveness (low. highì By Organization (low. high) By Locus of

Control lexternal. internal) Bv Test Anxietv llovr. modêrâte. hioht 2 y 2

x 2 x 3 ANOVA's Summary Table: Expressiveness and Organization

Main Effects

Dependent variables Stat¡stical summaries @2

Attention indicator

Self-reported attention

Expressiveness main effect F(l, 269) = 0.18, MSe = 4.04, p =.68

Organization main effect F(1, 269) = 9.14, MSe = 4.04, p < .003 O.O2O

Achieve ment perf ormance ¡ndícators

Recall

Êxpressiveness main etfect E(1, 271) = 0,73, MÊe = 13.87, p = .39

Organization main effect F(1, 271) = 19.91, MSe = 13.97, p < .0001 O.O52t

Becognition

Expressiveness ma¡n effect F(l, 271) = 0,02, Mge = 3,59, p = .88

Organ¡zation main effect F(1,271) = 19.11, MSe = 3.59, p <.0001 0.051.

A p plicatio n

Expressiveness main etfect F(1 , 271) = 0.02, MSe = 12.17, p = .89

Organization main effect E(, 271) = 2.04, MSe = 12.17, p=.15

Perce¡ved learning

Expressiveness main effect F(1, 270) = 1.02, MSe = 5.07, p = .31

Organizalion main effect E(,270) = 17.88, MSe = 5.¡7, p < .0001 0.045.

Note.'= pract¡cally sign¡ficant (o2 t O.OS); Type lll sum of squares are listed above
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independent and dependent variables is large enough to be considered

"realistically meaningf ul" (Tabachnik & Fidell, 1992; p. 54). However, contrary

to initial hypotheses, significant expressiveness main effects were not found for

attent¡on or achievement outcomes. Moreover, neither expressiveness nor

organization ma¡n effects were demonstrated on the application dependent

variable.

ln order to investigate the relationship between ditferent teaching

behaviours, attention and achievement effects were determined for each

teach¡ng condition. Six a priori comparisons were performed to test the

etfectiveness of each leaching episode. ln other words, the four teaching

conditions were compared to each other.

As displayed in Table 4, combínations of expressiveness and organization

differentially influenced student learning. According to Columns A-B and A-D in

Table 4, the low expressiveness/low organization teaching condition had less of

an impact on students' self-reported altention ratings than either the low

expressiveness/high organization or high expressiveness/high organization

teaching conditions. The high expressiveness/high organization teaching

condition yielded better recall and recognition scores, and perceptions of

amount learned than either the low expressiveness/low organization (see

Column A-D) or high expressiveness/low organization teaching conditions (see

Cofumn C-D). Also, the low expressiveness/high organization teaching condition

produced greater recall and recognition scores than the high

expressiveness/low organization teaching condition (see Column B-C).

Moreover, the low expressiveness/high organization teaching condition yielded

greater recognition scores than the low expressiveness/low organization (see

Column A-B). Finally, the high expressiveness/high organization teaching
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condition demonstrated h¡gher perceptions of amount learned than the low

expressiveness/h igh organization teach¡ng condition. Contrary to initial

hypotheses, no signiticant differences were seen for the application measure.

ln summary, Table 4 demonstrates several patterns. First, and

consistently on a number of dependent variables, the low expressivenessi low

organization teaching condition is less effective than the high

expressiveness/high organization teaching condition (i.e., comparison A-D).

Second, simple organization main effects were observed in the low and high

expressiveness teaching conditions (i,e., A-8, C-D), whereas no simple

expressiveness main effects were observed in the low and high organization

teaching conditions (i,e,, A-c, B-D). ln other words, the effects associated with

organization tend to be more consistent than the effects associated with

expressiveness. Third, the low expressiveness/h igh organization teaching

condition was more effective than the high expressiveness/low organization

teaching condition (i.e., B-C). These patterns demonstrate that low

expressiveness/low organization and high expressiveness/low organization are

both less effective teaching conditions, whereas low expressivenessihigh

organization and high expressiveness/high organization are both etfective

teaching conditions. These results extend the Manitoba studies in that

attention, recall, and, perceptions of achievement are also influenced by

effective teaching. Surprisingly, no differences were found in application.

Student D¡fferences and Effective Teaching

Two dependent variables were analyzed in order to explore a number of

simple main effects of student differences and teaching behaviours on student

learning outcomes. The dependent variables included student achievement, as

measured by a recall and recognition test. lndependent variables included
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instructor expressiveness, instructor organization, locus of control, and test

anxiety. Table 6 presents the descriptive statistics bearing on the locus of

control and effective teaching behaviours, collapsing across the Test Anx¡ety

independent variable, whereas Table 7 displays the descriptive statistics

bearing on the test anxiety and effective teaching behaviours, collapsing across

the Locus of Control independent variable. Given that the research questions

focused specifically on which student dlfferences benefit from which effective

teaching behaviours, specific a plþ_ft comparisons were explored. These

comparisons are reported below, beginning with the main effects of locus of

control and test anxiety.

Locus of control main effects. ln order to reveal the learning

orientations hypothesized to differentiate externals from internals, one-tailed !

tests were conducted on the two achievement measures: recall and recognition.

Contrary to the initial hypotheses, locus of control main etfects were not found

for recall (M= 11.6¿, SD = 3.89, n = 164, vs. M = 12.16, SD = 3,99, n = 191;

externals and internals, respectively), or recognition (M = S.S5, SD = 2.01, n =

164, vs. M = 6.09, SD = 1.90, n = 1S1), tBS(27i) = 1.17,1.13, ps >.0S.

However, the means are in the predicted direction. Thus, a one-time lecture

episode does not distinguish any ditferences in learning orientations between

externals and internals in terms of main effects.

Test anxiety main effects, ln order to examine the learning

orientations hypothesized to differentiate low and moderate from high tes!

anxious students, two achievement variables, recall and recognition, were

assessed. Test anx¡ety main effects were anticipated such that low and

moderate test-anxious students would demonstrate higher levels of

achievement than high test-anxious students. As hypothesized, high test-
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Table 6.

Locus of Control bv Expressiveness bv Organization Means and Standard

Deviations of Student Learnino Outcomes

External locus
Low exp Hlgh exo

Lo Ho Lo Ho

lnternal locus
Low exp High exo

Lo Hô Lo Hô

Recall'r
M
STD
n

Recognition.2
M

STD
n

11.30 12.77 10.22 12.82
3.82 4.51 2.99 3.83
40 35 50 39

5.50 6.49 5.48 6.10
1.99 2.05 1.89 2.05
40 35 50 39

10.75 11.83 11.71 14.06
3.59 3.83 3.51 4.17
24 40 34 33

5.4 6
1 .47
24

6.65 5.21 6.79
1 .79 1.95 1.82
40 34 33

Note: exp = Expressiveness; Lo = Low Organization; Ho = High Organization; '1F¡ve

minute free recall of key words presented during lhe lecture (range 2 - 23 words).

'2Recognit¡on test scores (total = 1O).



Table 7.

Recall.l
M
STD
!

Recogn¡t¡on'2
M
STD

4

I 1 .55 1 2.6ô 1 0.71 13.71
3.7 2 4.46 3.47 4-74
20 29 28 28

5.30 7.03 5.43 6.71
2-00 2.13 2.23 1.96.
20 29 28 28

l{qþ. exp = Ëxpressiveness; Lo = Low organ¡zat¡on; Ho = H¡gh organ¡zat¡on. '1Five m¡nuto free recall of key words presented

during the lecture (range 2 - 23 words). '2Total of 20 mult¡ple-cho¡ce recogn¡tion ¡tems based on the lectur€ presentat¡on.

Low exp

12.32 12.92 10.39 13.35
3.75 4.02 3.53 3.28
22 25 23 20

5.68 6.76 5.48 6.85
1 .78 1 .74 1 .93 1 .84
22 25 23 20

H¡qh exo Low exp

9.45 10.95 11 .21 13.04
3.22 3.76 2.97 3.7 5
22 21 33 24

5.45 5.71 5.24 5.71
1.68 1.52 1.62 1.94
22 21 33 24

H¡gh exp

cl)
N)
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anxious students displayed lower recognition scores (MSe = 3.59; M = S.50, SD

= 1.68,0 = 100)than either tow (M = 6.19, SD = 2.20, n = 105) or moderate

test-anxious students (M = 6.19, sD = 1.90, n = 90), tBs(271) = 2.61, 2.51, ps

< .033. However, recall differences were not observed (MSe = 13.g7, M =

12.21, SD = 4.27, o= 105; M = 12.22,SD = 3.79, n = 90; M = 11.ZI,SD = 3.56,

D = 1 00; low, moderate, and high test anxiety, respectively), lBs(271) = 0.02,

1.92, 1.87, ps > .033. Although not statistically significant, the means were in

the predicted direction. Thus, the one-time lecture exposure distinguished

adaptiveness in learning orientations among low, moderate, and high test_

anxiety on measures of recognition, and not recall as initially hypothesized.

Benefiting from effective teaching behaviours. The next set of

hypotheses dealt with exploring student differences that benefit from effective

teaching behaviours. According to perry (.1 991), students with adaptive

learning orientations should benefit scholastically from etfective teaching

behaviours. The initial hypolhesis indicated that internals should perform better

academically than externals and low or moderate test-anxious students should

perform better academically than high test-anxious students. Six a priori

comparisons were used to test this hypothesis on the recall and recognition

dependent variables. The first three focused on high expressive teaching,

whereas the next three dealt with high organized teaching.

Figure 4 shows that inteinals scored higher on the recall test than

externals when receiving high expressive instruction, lBeT l) = 2.51, p < .025.

However, as seen in Figure 5, these differences were not observed on the

recognition test, !8(271) = 0.78, p >.025. As seen in Figure 6, high

expressiveness did not produce significant differences between low and high

tesþanxious students, nor between moderate and high test-anxious students
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on the recall measure, tBs(271) = 0.33, 0.2g, ps > .033. Moreover, Figure 7

displays no significant differences between low and high test-anxious students,

nor between moderate and high test-anxious students on the recognition

measure, !Bs(271) = 1 .t7, 1 .tB, ps > .093. Thus, only internal locus of control

students are able to benefit from high expressiveness, spec¡fically on measures

of recall and not recognition.

For the next three comparisons, high organization denoted the effective

teaching behaviour. contrary to the initial hypothesis, high organization did not

produce signif¡cant ditferences between internals and externals on the recall or

recognition tests, !Bs(271) = 0.07, 1.38, ps >.0S. Figures I and g disptay

these findings, respectively. As seen in Figure 10, no significant differences were

observed between low and high test-anxious students, nor between moderate

and high test-anxious students on the recall measure, lBs(271) = 1.49, 1.32, ps

>.02. However, as initially hypothesized, high organ¡zation produced higher

recognition scores for low, as compared to high test-anxious students, lBG71)

= 3.1 0, p < .02, and for moderate, as compared to high test-anxious students

!8(271) = 2.73, p <.02. These latter differences are presented ¡n Figure 11.

Thus, low and moderate tesþanxious studenls are able to benefit from high

organized instruction.

Being compensated for by effective teaching behaviours. The

final set of hypotheses dealt wifh exploring student differences that are

potentially compensated for by effective teaching behaviours. According to

Perry (1991), effective teaching behaviours may also have a compensatory

effect for students with less adaptive learning orientations. Although past

studies have not demonstrated this phenomenon when looking at expressive

instruction and student achievement as measured by recognition tests (perry &
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F¡gure 8. The locus of control and organization simple main etfects for lhe recall test.
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Dickens, 1984; 1987; Magnusson & perry, j9B9), teach¡ng behaviors such as

organization and achievement measures such as recall may prov¡de evidence

for this phenomenon.

Although these students may not achieve the same level of academic

performance as students with adaptive learning orientations, students with less

adaptive learning orientations receiving effective teaching may nonetheless

perform better than students with less adaptive learning orientations receiving

less effective teaching. The initial hypothesis indicated that effective, as

compared to ineffective teaching behaviours, should produce better

achievement pertormance for externals and high tesþanxious students,

respectively. Four a pllgi comparisons were used to test this hypothesis. The

first tvvo deal with expressiveness, whereas the next two deal with

organization.

Figures 4 and 5 show that externals receiving high expressiveness did not

perform better on recall or recoqnition than externals receiving low

expressiveness !Bs(271) = 1.08, 0.71, ps > .025. Moreover, Figure 7

demonstrates that high test-anxious students receiving high expressiveness did

nol perform better on recognition than high test-anxious students receiving low

expressiveness !B (271) = 0.37, p > .033. These findings replicate previous

studies (Perry & Dickens, 1987; Pefty & Magnusson, 1989) in that at-risk

students are unlikely to benefit from effective teaching. However, high test-

anxious students receiving hlgh expressiveness displayed better recall scores,

as seen ¡n Figure 6, than high test-anxious students receiving low

expressiveness lB(271) = 2.38, p < .033. Thus, high expressiveness on the

part of insiructors influences high tesþanxious students' recall performance.
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The organization teaching conditrons yietded somewhat d¡fferent findings.

As initially predicted, and as seen in Figures g and g, externals receiving high

organization had better recall and recognition scores than externals receiving

low organization !gs(271 ) = 3.59, 2.66, ps < .025. Furthermore, Figure 1O

demonstrated that high test-anxious students receiving high organization

performed better on recall test than high test-anxious students receiving low

organization tB(271) = 2.08, p < .033. However, no differences between high

test-anxious students were demonstrated in Figure 11, on the measure of

recognition, !8(271) = 1.00, p < .033. Thus, instructors with high organization

influence externals' recall and recognition performance, as well as high tesþ

anxious students' recognition outcomes.

ln summary, the above findings indicate a number of patterns. First, the

one-time lecture exposure distinguished adaptiveness in learning orientations

among low, moderate, and high test-anxiety, but not between externals and

¡nternals. However, the former finding was limited to only one measure of

student learning: recognition. Second, internal students were able to benef¡t

from high expressive instruction, demonstrating higher recall scores, whereas

both low and moderate test-anxious students were able to benefit from high

organized instruction, displaying higher recognition scores. Third, high

expressiveness influences high test-anxious students' recall performance,

whereas high organization influences externals' recall and recognit¡on

performance, as well as hlgh test-anxious students, recognition outcomes.
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Discussion

The purpose of th¡s dissertation was to examine the relationship between

teaching behaviours and student learning. This was accomplished by first

¡nvestigating how commonly recognized teaching behaviours compare to each

other, and second, by exploring student differences that benefit from effective

teaching behaviours. The relevant findings related to each section are

discussed below.

Eff ective Teaching: An Analysis

The present f indings indirectly support Feldman's ( t gB9) ordering of

expressiveness and organization. ln his list of etfective teaching behaviours,

organization shows a higher correlation to student achievement (f = .SÐ tnan

expressiveness (I = .35). ln the present study, organization influenced student

learning. Below, these findings are explained in more detail.

Expressiveness effects explained. Expressiveness results did not

replicate previous studies (Coats & Smidchens, 1966; Feldman, 1989; perry,

1991; McKeachie et al., 1986; Ware & Williams, 1975). Numerous arguments

may account for this finding. The most obvious explanation would indicate that

the threshold at which expressiveness influences student learning may not have

been achieved. ldeally, both student ratings and achievement should have been

affected (Abrami et al., 1982; Feldman, 1989). ln the present study, only

student ratings revealed that the high, as compared to the low, expressive

manipulation was an effectivê teaching behaviour. Student achievement was not

influenced. Moreover, the correlation between student achievement and student

ratings of expressiveness was not statistically significant (f = .OSl, Þ = .a0),

whereas it was for organization (f = .ZZC, p < .0001). This finding indicates

that expressiveness had little, if any, impact on student learning. Moreover,
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both correlations were lower than that found in Feldman,s (19g9) study. Thus,

the manipulations ¡n the present study may not adequately reflect those found in

previous studies.

The comparison between the teaching manipulation effect sizes indicates

an anomaly. Student ratings of the organizat¡on manipulation revealed an

effect size (úr2 = 0.60) twice that of expressiveness (o2 = 0.30; see p. 49). ln

other words, the difference between the low and high teaching manipulations

was greater for organization (M = 2.24 vs. M = 4,06; see p. 49) than for

expressiveness (M = 1 .94 vs. M = 2.97; see p. 49). Moreover, the present

manipulations were not qu¡te representat¡ve of Murray's (1983) university

teaching norms. These findings are not surprising given that Murray's norms

are based on "live" instruct¡on, whereas the present study relied on videotaped

teaching conditions. An important component of expressive teaching may

include a "live" three-dimensional instructor that has the freedom to move in the

classroom and not a two-dimensional instructor that is lim¡ted to the confines

of the projected image on a 2.2 meter diagonal screen. Given that the teaching

manipulation effect sizes were not initially equal, organization may have had an

advantage over the expressiveness in affecting students' learning. Moreover,

the videotape tormat may be more conducive to the veridical depiction of

organization as a teaching behavior âs compared to expressiveness.

The present study was experimental in nature, and therefore, a

comparison to a field study, such as Murray's (1983), may not adequately

address the effectiveness of the teaching manipulations. Rather, a comparison

to another experimental study might provide a better validation of the teaching

manipulatiòns. However, it is unclear whether or not previous experimental

studies controlled for other teaching behaviours, such as organization and
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clarity, during the expressiveness manipulation (with the exception of lecture

content; Perry, 1991). Thus, a direct comparison of the expressiveness ratings

between the present study and the Manitoba studies may be problemat¡c.

Although a number of reasons may account for the lack of expressiveness

findings, the most evident is the weak experimental manipulation of

expressiveness, ln other words, the expressiveness teaching manipulation

probably did not have a similar impact on student learning as the experimental

manipulation of organization. Thus, Jhe results, specifically those related to

expressiveness, should be viewed with caution.

Organization effects explained. Organization affected the student

learning outcomes of attention and achievement. ln order to clarify the causal

links between organization and student learning, explanations are provided for

the learning outcomes affected. Finally, three hypotheses are presented that

illustrate how organization might causally affect learning.

Organized teaching influenced students' perceived (i.e., self-reported) and

actual (i.e., recall and recognition) achievement outcomes. According to

Jacoby (1983), a direct assoc¡ation exists between selective attention and

learning, such that higher levels ot attending produce better learning outcomes.

Thus, students with higher levels of attention, such as self-reported afiention,

demonstrated higher perceived and actual achievement outcomes.

Without a doubt, organized lecture material significantly improves student

learning (Guetzkow et al., 1954; Hartley & Cameron, 1967; Hertley & Fuller,

1971; Maddox & Hoole, 1975; Katona, 1940). According to cognitive

researchers, the low-inference behaviours that denote organization play an

important role in student learning. The use of embedded headings and intact

outlines optimizes both immediate and delayed learning by guiding note-taking,
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dep¡cting the organ¡zat¡on of the ¡mportant ideas of a presentation (Frank et

al., 1989). An outline represents a knowledge struclure, serving as an advance

organizer (Glynn & Di Vesta, 1977) and providing students with "chunking"

strategies (Perry, 1991). As such, it enhances students' integration of content

topics by providing a quick and logical method of structuring lecture material

for linking new to preexisting knowledge (perry, 1991). ln turn, comprehension

(Meyer, 1975i 1977) and the encoding and retrieval of learning material are

facilitated (Glynn & Di Vesta, 1977).

Of the actual achievement outcomes, organization influenced recognition

and recall, and not application. According to Bloom's taxonomy (1956),

different types of achievement tests represent different levels of in-ctepth

information processing. For inslance, recognition tests involve the correct

identification of content from a large array of content with cues. A recall test

requires a more thorough learning by the student because it involves

remembering content without any cues at all. Application tests require the

ability to use the general principles presented during the lecture in new or novel

situations (Bloom, 1956). Only lower level processing, such as recall and

recognition, and not the deeper or more critical thinking tasks, such as

application, were influenced by organized instruction. This finding may be

expected. Both recognition and recall share similar cognitive functions:

knowledge and comprehension (Bloom, 1956). These cognitive functions were

more than likely elicited during the one-time lecture episode. However, in order

to apply the material, students need to have a working knowledge of it. ln

other words, students require an opportunity to apply what they have learned.

Unlike the real classroom, students did not have a chance to practice or to

apply the material during or outside the classroom situation. Rather, students
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received a "one-time" only presentation of the stimulus material. As a result,

organ¡zation may not have had an influence on students' application.

ln order to understand how organizat¡on influences student learning

outcomes, the following three interpretations are presented: the trustration

hypothesis, the specif icigeneral or¡enting stimulus hypothesis, and the control

hypothesis. According to the frustration hypothesis, exposure to

communication that is poorly organized and chaotic may result in listener or

audience frustration. For instance, students listening to a poorly organized

lecture may become perplexed in trying to derive mean¡ng from it. In an

attempt to gain understanding, they may reso( to skills of organizing the

material. But, this behaviour may persist for only a short duration, before

students yield to the distraction of environmental stimuli, such as the behaviour

of other students. ln other words, frustrated by the low organized instruction

and distracted by classroom stimuli, these students probably perform poorly,

schofastically. Presented with organized lectures, students are provided with

more cognitive structure and are thus more likely to focus on relevant stimulus

material. ïhus, well-organized teaching may be crucial for student learning.

Alternatively, the specific/general orienting stimulus hypothesis suggests

that a more specific, as compared to general, orienting stimulus may be

responsible for the etfectiveness of organization. For instance, organization

can be thought of as a specific orienting stimulus, directing students' attention

to specific stimuli. Expressiveness, on the other hand, is more of a general

orienting stimulus, encouraging students to pay attention to all stimuli. Each,

then, would be necessary in captivating students' attention. ln other words,

organization, independent of expressiveness (and vice versa), should be able to

elicit student attention. Selective attention, in turn, is crucial for information
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processing (Meyer, 1975, 1977). However, enhancing attention to specific, as

compared to general stimulus material, may be more advantageous for

learning. For example, helping students to focus on specific elements of the

presentation, rather than on general elemenls, would seem more conducive for

information processing. Thus, a boring, but well-organized lecture, may not

result in high levels of general attention to the whole lecture, but rather high

levels of specific attention to chunks of the lecture that have been organized.

The effectiveness of organization can also be viewed in terms of increasing

students' control. ln other words, lectures presented in logical and organized

chunks enhance students' processing of information, which, in turn, may

enhance their feelings of control in the learning environment. Organized

lectures, which provide clear outlines of the lecture presentation, may instill in

the students thoughts such as "l know where we are going, even if the teacher

is boring". Poorly organized teaching, on the other-hand, makes information

processing more difficult. ln so far as greater allocation of cognitive resources

is required for students to process poorly organized presentations, students

may be more easily distracted by irrelevant stimuli. The inability to process

information may translate into feelings of loss of control over the learning

environment. Loss of control, in turn, produces cognitive deficits and poor

scholastic outcomes (Perry, 1991). Thus, organization may work on the

principle of influencing students' perception of control.

The symbiotic/antagon istic teachino phenomenon, The results of

the four teaching conditions demonstrated that effective and ineffective

teaching behaviours differentially influence student attention and achievement.

The high êxpressiveness/high organizalion teaching condition was significantly

superior to the low expressiveness/low organization and high
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express¡veness/low organization teaching conditions. The most parsimonious

and reasonable explanation for these differences in teaching conditions

suggests the f ollowing.

Expressiveness and organization may operate at different levels.

According to Feldman (1989), organization has the largest correlation with

student learning, followed by expressiveness. The present study extends this

finding, demonstrating in a causal fashion that organization has an effect on

student learning. However, these findings may be due to an inadequate

manipulation of the teaching behaviours as described earlier and not necessarily

based on actual teaching behaviour characteristics.

More significant to the present study is the symbiotic/antagonistic

relationship hypothesized to exist among combinations of teaching behaviours.

ln other words, various combinations of effective and inetfective teaching

behaviours have ditferent influences on student learning. The svmbiotic

relationship is portrayed by teaching behaviours that complement each other

and, in turn, facilitate or enhance learning. Theoretically, the high

expressivenessihigh organization teaching condition best describes this

relationship. The antaoonistic relationship is illustrated by the fac¡litative etfects

of one teaching behaviour being eliminated by the distracting influence of

another. According to this definition, teaching combinations such as low

expressiveness/high organization and high expressiveness/low organization

should best exemplify this relationship. The low expressiveness/low

organization condit¡on is neither symbiotic nor antagonistic, describing a

teaching condition that has no facilitative effects for the student.

ln the present study, high expressiveness/high organized instruction

produced higher recall, recognition, and perceptions of amount learned than
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either low express¡ven ess/low organized or high expressiveness/low organized

instruction. Based on these findings, the combined influence of high levels of

effective instruction, such as high expressiveness and high organization,

complement each other to produce higher levels of scholastic outcomes and

therefore, tends to illustrate the symbiotic relationship. The antagonistic

relationship is only partially illustrated. The high expressiveness/low

organization combination produced no better learning outcomes than low

expressiveness/low organization. Based on these findings, poorly organized

lectures may distract from or be antagonistic towards the facilitative effects

of high expressiveness.

Of interest is the fow expressiveness/high organizatíon condition. lnstead

of illustrating the antagonistic definition as initially predicted, the low

expressiveness/high organization condition demonstrated similar learning

outcomes as the symbiotic teaching condition, namely the high

expressiveness/high organization condition. A possible explanation for this

phenomenon might be found in a logical exception to the antagonistic defin¡tion.

It may be possible that the facilitative effects of some teaching behaviours may

not be thwarted by the distracting effects of others. ln other words, the

facilitative effects of certain effective teaching behaviours may be "buffered"

from the potential antagonistic effects of certain ineffective teaching

behaviours. For instance, the low expressiveness/high organization

combination does not seem to thwart student learning, but rather, it seems to

produce similar outcomes as the high expressiveness/high organization

cond¡tion. The facilitative effects of organized instruction are not eliminated by

the presence of low expressiveness, the latter which normally thwarts student

learning (Perry, 1991). Thus, the ¡nfluence of the instructor's organization on
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student learn¡ng may not be thwarted by other poor teaching behaviours, such

As low expressiveness.

ln summary, both teach¡ng behaviours are important for student learning,

albeit for ditferent reasons. Depending on the combination of teaching

behaviours, student learn¡ng can be either facilitated or thwarted. More

research is needed to address the extent to which these teaching behaviours

are either symbiotic or antagonistic to other teaching behaviours. Moreover, in

order to understand the phenomenon of effective teaching, behaviours such as

clarily, rapport, and knowledge of subject need to be explored as well.

Student Diff erences

lndividual differences play an important role in a college student's learn¡ng

experience. The present data supports the hypothesis that student differences

on both locus of control and test anxiety influence student learning. Below, the

results associated with locus of control and test anxiety are discussed.

Based on the dichotomization check

(see page 35), locus of control successfufly predicted high school GPAs. These

results replicate previous findings. For instance, Bar-Tal and Bar-Zohat (1977)

and Findley and Cooper (1983) found locus of control to be positively

correlated with student achievement. Although the present effect size for GpA

variable was small (i.e., (,)2 < .03), the GPA differences may be crucial for

students. For example, a difference of one letter grade, as shown in the

present study, has implications tor being awarded scholarships, bursaries, and

entrance into graduate or medical schools. Thus, the cumulative effects of

such minimal ditferences in achievement scores over a period of time could have

substantial implications.
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Both in the present and past studies, external locus college students are

characterized by lower levels of scholastic achievement than their ¡nternal

counterparts. According to Perry (1991), externals may be endowed with less

adaptive learning or¡entations that place them "at-risk,' academically. lnternals,

on the other hand, display somewhat higher levels of scholastic achievement,

and thus, are thought to have an adaptive learning orientation. Therefore,

locus of control appears to be a potential indicator of scholastic performance,

identifying students with less and more adaptive learning orientations.

Although an adequate indicator of past academic performance, locus of

control was not sensitive in predicting student outcomes in the present

classroom analog. Comparable ditferences in achievement did not distinguish

externals from internals as hypothesized. A number of explanations may

account for this. The "one-time" experimental teaching exposure may not have

been conducive to separating the achievement outcomes according to locus of

control ditferences. lnternals are known to seek help from instructors, peers,

and books, and are also more active in finding resources that enhance the

achievement of their personal goals (Prochiuk & Breen, 1977). Given the "one-

time" teaching exposure, these adaptive learning behaviours could not have

been exercised and thus, student difterences may not have been found. Future

studies should track students over a longer teaching period, such as the

duration of a course and rely on student achievement outcomes that have been

the product of longer teaching periods such as midterm exams, final exams, or

final grades (BaÊTal & BaÊZohar, 1977; Findley & Cooper, 1983).

Given the stringent enlrance requirements at most colleges and universities,

the distribùtion of student locus of control may favor internals, in comparison to

externals, thereby limiting any differences between them. ln other words, low
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externals are less likely to go on to university because of their less adaptive

learning orientations. A distr¡bution plot of the locus of control scores reveals

that the distribution approximates normality (i.e., W: Normal = 0.9g3, very close

to 1.00; skewness = 0.085, very close to 0.00; kurtosis = 0.326, above 0.OO and

therefore somewhat peaked, indicating a very small potential of too few cases in

the tails; ïabachnick & Fidell, 1989). However, the mid-point of the distribution

(Median = 3.00) was 3 points from the mid-point of the scale (0.00; ranoe = -2+

to 24), demonstrating a shift toward the internality end of the locus of control

scale. Thus, the distribution of locus of control in the college classroom may not

generalize to the student population in elementary or secondary schools.

Finally, the items used in the MMCS locus of control scale dealt with a

number of general events in the achievement domain. These include ',grades",

"marks", "expected achievement outcomes", and "academic low points". Thus,

locus of control may be too general a measure for the classroom analog and

therefore, differences were not observed. A more refined measure of control

that is achievement specific, such as test anxiety, may provide a more

adequate identification of "at-risk" students.

Test anxietv main effects. Based on the trichotomization check (see

page 36), moderate demonstrated better high school GPAs than high test-

anxious students. Moreover, low and moderate tesþanxious students showed

better lecture achievement scores lhan high teslanxious students. These

results replicated prev¡ous findings. For instance, Prociuk and Breen (1973)

reported low, in comparison to high, test-anxious students as having better

high school GPAs. Other researchers have found low test-anxious students to

have bettei lecture achievement scores than high test-anxious students
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(Galassi, Frierson & Sharer, 1 981). Thus, differences ¡n tearning orientation are

associated w¡th test anxiety.

As mentioned above, high tesl-anxious students are characterized by

poorer learning outcomes. Their attention may be reduced, due to what

researchers have labeled as the interference model (Cullar & Holahan, 1980;

Darke, 1988). These students are known to excessively ruminate about their

faílure and vulnerability (Beck & Emery, 1985; McKeachie, Pollie, & Spiesman,

1985; Sarason, 1984; Wine, 1 971 ), and thus, may be distracted f rom critical

learning requirements, such as attending to lectures. Disadvantaged because

of the cognitive interference associated with high test anxiety, their less

adaptive learning orientations "cripples" them academically. ln contrast to high

test anxiety, low and moderate test anxiety is associated with adaptive

learning orientations, as exemplified by higher scholastic outcomes.

According to Domino (|975), anxiety has two s¡des to it: an "energizing

source" and a "crippling obstacle" to scholastic achievement. As an "energizing

source", low and moderate levels of anxiety are facilitative, enhancing learning.

However, too much anxiety, especially if the task at hand is highly ego-involving

(Schwarzer, 1981), substantially reduces learning. ln such cases, the task is

perceived as a challenge, a threat, or an event that causes loss of control

(Lazarus & Launier, 1978). Repeated exposures of unexpected failure may

increase a students' loss of control in a particular situation, caus¡ng increased

levels of anxiety. ln this case, higher levels of anxiety serve as a debilitating

state or trait (Schwarzer et al., 1984), "crippl¡ng" effective learning. The

student no longer feels challenged, but rather, threatened, and experiences

higher levêls of anxiety, with repeated exposure resulting in depression and

eventually, helpfessness (Schwarzer et al., 1984).
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ln summary, the one-time lecture exposure distinguished adaptiveness in

learning orientations among low, moderate, and high test anxiety, but not

between externals and internals. Based on these findings, high test anxiety

tends to represent a less adaptive learning orientation for students. lt

interferes with achievement performance. Students with low and moderate

test anxiety display adaptive learning orientations conducive to learning.

Student Differences and Effective Teaching

Student differences, as defined by locus of control and test anxiety, and

effective teaching, as defined in terms of expressiveness and organization,

influence student learning. ln this context, the student differences that benefit

scholastically from effective teaching behaviours and those that are potentially

compensated for by effective teaching behaviours were of great interest. The

findings associated with these research issues are discussed below.

Benef¡ting f rom effective teachino behaviours, Two types of

effective teaching behaviours, high expressiveness and high organization, were

introduced to students with different learning orientations. Of interest to the

present study were the student differences that would benefit from effective

instruction. Below, the specific main etfects involving each effective teaching

behaviour with each student difference variable are discussed.

Expressive instruction and locus of control produced results only partially

replicating those of Magnusson and Perry (1989). Consistent with the initial

hypothesis, internals were able to benefit from expressive instruction, but only

on measures of recall and not recognition. Magnusson and Perry (1989),

however, found differences in recognition (i.e., multiple-choice achievement test).

This inconèistency between past and present findings may indicate that the

expressiveness manipulation is strong enough to distinguish student differences
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on measures of recall, but too weak to show differences in recognition. Recall

measures might be more difficult measures and therefore able to get at

individual difference variables such as locus of control, whereas recognition

measures may be not as challenging and thus less sens¡tive to student

differences. Further research is needed to explore the impact lhat varying

levels of expressive instruction has on students' recall and recognition

outcomes. Whatever the reason for these differences, one thing remains clear;

the dysfunctional component of external students' learning orientation

¡nterferes with the facilitative influence of expressive instruction, placing these

students "at-risk" academically (Perry, 1991).

Consistent with past research (Perry & Dickens, 1987), differences

attributable to expressive instruction and test anxiety were not tound. For

instance, high expressive instruction produced no statist¡cally significant recall

or recognition differences between low, as compared to high, and moderate, as

compared to high, test-anxious students. However, as seen in Figure 6, the

trend is in the predicted direction, such that low and moderate test-anxious

students' recognit¡on scores are somewhat higher than the high tesþanxious

students' scores. Given that the expressive manipulation may not have been

influential enough to produce the expected outcomes, these findings are not

surprising. A stÍonger expressiveness manipulation may have produced the

predicted outcomes, such that low and moderate tesþanxious students. may

have scored higher on recall and recognition scores than high test-anxious

students.

Organized lectures and locus of control produced simple main effect

results thaì are contrary to the expressiveness and locus of control results of

Magnusson and Perry (1989). No learning related differences were found
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between internal and external students receiving well-organized instruction.

Given their adaptive learning orientations, internals were expected to benefit

from well-organized instruction. Externals were expected to perform poorly,

because of their less adaptive learning strategies. As ¡llustrated in Figures g

and 9, organized instruction produced similar achievement results for interna¡s

and externals. Moreover, these figures show higher learning outcomes for

these two groups of students in compaiison to internals or externals receiving

less organized instruction (i.e,, an organization main effect). Thus,

organization not only facilitates the learning of students with adaptive learning

orientations, but also facilitates those who are "at-risk".

Organized lectures and test anxiety produced results that extend those of

Magnusson and Perry (1989). For instance, both low and moderate test-

anxious students were able to benefit from high organized instruction, but only

on measures ot recognition, and not recall. This is rather strange, given that

organization demonstrated main effects on recall and recognition. However,

the explanation may illustrate high test-anxious students' inability to deal with

recognition tests. Given that most college tests involve the multiple-choice

format (i.e., recognition), th¡s form of testing may be associated with the

stimuli that cause test anxiety for these students. This phenomenon needs

further testing. Thus, low and moderate test-anxious students are able to

benefit from high organization, whereas high test anxiety reduces learning.

Being compensated for bv effect¡ve teaching behaviours. The

last set of hypotheses dealt with exploring student differences thal are

potentially compensated for by effective teaching behaviours. According to

some reseärchers, effective teaching may potentially compensate for ,,at-risk"

students' less adaptive learning orientation by enhancing their achievement
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performance (Perry, 1991; Perry et al., 1994; Schonwetter et al., 1994b).

However, previous studies have not been able to demonstrate this phenomenon

(Perry & Dickens, 1984; 1987; Magnusson & perry, 1999). ln order to test this

hypothesis, the specific main effects involving each effective teaching behaviour

with externals and high tesþanxious students were tested.

External students were unable to benefit from expressive instruction.

These findings replicate previous studies. External students perform no better

with high, as compared to low, expressive instruction (Magnusson & perry,

1989). Either instructor expressiveness fails to provide any compensatory

influence for externals, or a dysfunclional component of the external's learning

orientation may interfere with the compensatory influence of expressive

instruction. lf the latter were true, then external students should not be able to

benefit from other effective teaching behaviours. However, externals did

benefit from organized instruction, so this explanation is ruled out.

High test-anxious students benefited from high, as compared to low,

expressive instruction, but only on measures of recall. Similar findings were

reported for expressiveness' influence on internals'learning. Differences in recall

were found, but not for recognition. Thus, the premise that the expressiveness

manipulation was strong enough to distinguish ditferences in recall, but too

weak to show differences in recognition, may be supported. However, high

test-anxious students still benefited from expressive instruction. Although

external's learning orientation interferes w¡th the facilitative influence of

expressive instruction (Perry, 1991), expressive instruction does compensate

for these students' less adaptive learning orientations.

Exteràals provided with organized, as compared to less organized

instruction, showed better recall and recognition scores. These findings
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support the compensat¡on theory of effect¡ve teaching (i.e., perry, 1991) in that

the less adaptive learning strategies associated with externals is

counterbalanced by the facilitative effects of organized instruction. ln other

words, the low-inference teaching behaviors denoting organization may have

remedial effects on external students whose psychological make-up would

otherwise lead to poor scholastic outcomes. Thus, organization may

compensate for students w¡th less adaptive leafning orientations to enhance

their achievement.

High test-anxious students also benefited trom organized instrucfion on

the recall measure, and not recognition. These findings replicate those found

for the high test anxiety and expressive instruction simple main effects. ln both

cases, only recall is impacted, and not recognition. As mentioned previously,

this may reflect high test-anxious students' ¡nability to deal with recognition

tests. Most examinations given at the college level consist of the multiple-

choice format (i.e., recognition). Therefore, ¡t is possible that high test-anxious

students have associated this form of testing with stimuli that cause anxiety.

Further research is required to explore this phenomenon.

Research lmplications

Of greatest interest would be those conditions in which the teaching

behaviours complement each other (i.e., symbiot¡c) to produce optimal learning

conditions or compensatory effects (Perry, 1991) and those conditions in which

they interfere with each other to create less than optimal condit¡ons. ln the

present study, the high expressiveness/high organization teaching condition

demonstrates the former, whereas the high expressiveness/low organization

condition eiemplifies the latter. However, more research is needed to explain

why these teaching behaviour combinations are symbiotic or antagonistic
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toward each other and why low expressiveness/high organization still

facilitates student learning.

Moreover, a number of other research issues have been generated by this

dissertation. Future research should investigate the information processing

activit¡es and learning behaviours associated with the specific attributes of

expressive and organized instruction. Figure 1 presents a number of these links

that have been hypothesized by Murray (1991), perry (1991), and

Schonwetter (1993). These links require more empirical investigation in order

to provide further rationale as to why these teaching behaviours have such an

influence on student learning. Research should focus specifically on how each of

the attributes of these teaching behaviours influences student learning. Also,

research needs to identify the specific cognitive processes that lead to the

observed differences in student outcomes.

Research attempting to effectively and etficiently identify "at-risk" students

may be of great hefp to educators. Such an emphasis might be accomplished

through the development of an instrument that utilizes the fewest, most salient

dimensions through which. most "at-risk" students can be identified. These

students, in turn, would be given the option of receiving remedial programs

designed to modify their less adaptive learning orientations. By doing so, the

college setting may provide the means for their scholastic success. Also, an

investigation as to why certain students, specifically the internals and low and

moderate teslanxious, are sometimes able to endure ineffective instruction

and still maintain academic excellence may provide keys for modification

programs for external and high tesl-anxious students.

More'field studies are also needed. The present thesis represents learning

in a classroom analog, an environment created to simulate the actual college
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classroom. Also, students were exposed to a "one-t¡me,' lecture episode

without the chance of studying for the test. Exposure to a one 3o-minute

etlective lecture episode may not be enough to enhance the learning experience

of students. A better measure of the lecture manipulations would be to

provide students with consistent lecture behaviours over a longer duration.

A real classroom may also provide students with the incentives to learn

the material and thus increase their ego-involvement. Research attention

should also be directed to other teaching behaviours that denote the lecture

method and other teaching methods, such as group discussions, personalized

instruction, seminars, and media (Dunkin & Barnes, 19g6). By doing so, other

teaching behaviours may be discovered that enhance learning.

Future research may also rely on the complete variation of all independent

variables instead of dichotomizing or trichotomizing variables as done

traditionally (Perry, 1991) and in the present study. By applying continuous

independent variables in regression analysis, a clearer picture may emerge

regarding the teaching-learning phenomenon. For instance, structural equation

modeling (Schonwetter, Clitton, & Perry, 1994) reveals that expressiveness is

directly related to students' perceptions of amount learned, whereas

organization is directly related to actual achievement outcomes.

Educational lmolications

Students seeking potentially effective instructors and administrators

searching for potentially facilitative teaching should not only focus on

elocutionary skills, but also on the organization skills of instructors. Most

importantly, instructors conceined with the scholastic welfare of their students

should focùs on refining their organizational teaching skills. ln order to reduce

the debilitating effects of test anxiety, material presented by the instructor
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should be well organized. Ambiguous and unclear expectations may cause

anx¡ety, whereas well-organized instruction, may provide students with what is

to be expected, reducing anxiety. Also, rewards should be provided for

instructors modeling effective teaching through high levels of organized lecture

presentations. Attributes to be valued or rewarded should include: the

instructor plans the activities of each class period in great detail, gives

preliminary overview of lecture, puts outline of lecture on board, uses head¡ngs

and subheadings, and signals transitions to a new topic (Feldman, 1999;

Murray, 1991). Workshops, seminars, and conferences on improving teaching

through organizational skills, should be made available for instructors.

Students with adaptive learning orientations perform well, clearly benefiting

from effective teaching. However, effective lecturing behaviours may not be

equally as effective for students with less adaptive learning orientations. These

findings have important implications for educators. Remedial programs

designed to modify students with maladaptíve learning orientations should be

made available to "at-risk" students. For instance, attributional Íetraining

programs have successfully modified externals' control predisposition to a

more internal outlook and thereby have enhanced students' learning exper¡ences

(Menec et al., 1 994; Peny & Penner, 1 990). Moreover, cogn¡tive training

involving the reduction of the debilitat¡ng aspects (i.e., worry) of test anxiety in

a testing situation has resulted in high test-anxious students achieving as well

as their low test-anxious counterparts (Wine, 1982). Thus, scholastic

improvement may be facilitated by specific cognitive strategies that modify

students' less adaptive learning orientations to more adaptive ones.
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Summary

ln essence, major advances in the understanding of the characteristics of

effective instruction, student differences, and student learning were addressed.

This was accomplished by investigating the causal links between effective

instruction and studenl learning of novel lecture material. organized teaching

shows consistent differences in student attention and achievement, whereas

expressiveness has lit e impact on students' scholastic performance. Although

these findings are meaningful in understanding effective teaching behaviours,

they exclude important components in the learning environment, namely the

influence of teaching behaviours and student differences on student learning

outcomes.

When certain theoretically relevant student differences, such as perceived

control or test anxiety, are included in the research design, the present

teaching behaviours have differential effects on students exhibiting more

extreme dispositions on such variables. For instance, high organization

facilitates the learning of studenls with adaptive learning orientations, while

providing compensation for both external locus of control and high tesl-anxious

students. As a facilitator of learning, organization may elicit attention to

specific lecture material cued by outlines, headings, and seriation of relevant

points. These cues tend to be directly linked to what is regarded as important,

cueing students to relevant stimuli that is to be learned. As a compensatory

mechanism, the low-inference behaviors that denote organization, may activate

critical cognitive processes that are normally impaired in students with less

adaptive learning orientations. For instance, organization may direct these

students' âttention to specif¡c and imporlant lecture material. Moreover, it

may compensate for students' lack of ¡ntegrating content topics by providing a
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"chunking" strategy for linking new to preexisting knowledge (perry, 1991).

Thus, organized instruction fac¡litates and compensates student learning,

demonstrating eff ective teaching qualities. As McKeachie (1994) stated,

"teaching that helps students find a framework within which to tit new facts is

likely to be more effective than teaching that simply communicates masses of

material in which the student can see no organization', (p. 229).

High expressiveness, on the other hand, provides an optimal learning

condition for internals and compensates for high test-anxious students' less

adaptive learning orientations. As an effective teaching behaviour,

expressiveness may provide optimum arousal through the stimulus cueing

qualities associated with physical movement, voice intonation, eye contact, and

humor. As a compensatory mechanism, these low-inference behaviors denoting

expressiveness may direct high tesþanxious students, attention to relevant

information, thereby enhancing their information processing and learning

outcomes (Perry, 1991). Slimulating and sustaining of students' interest in a

stimulus item may also dictate how much attention will be directed toward and

how much information is learned. Thus, expressive instruction facilitates and

compensates student learning, and therefore, it is an effective teaching

behavior.

Moreover, these results exlend correlation research. Feldman (1ggg)

shows a strong correlation between organization and student achievement (I =
0.57). According to Table 5, the present study reveals a clear causal, though

weak relationship on student recall (to2 > .052), recognition (or2 t .0S 1¡, and

perceived amount learned (e2 > .04s). Expressiveness, on the other hand, not

only demoàstrates a lower correlation, but also no measurable relationsh¡p on

student achievement outcomes. The key in understanding the teaching/learning
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phenomenon most t¡kely lies in the different¡al impact of Feldman,s teaching

behaviours on the information processing system in relation to student

variables and other classroom condit¡ons. ln order to better understand the

latter, more research is requ¡red.

Finally, readers are cautioned when applying these results directly to the

college classroom. First, for this study, learning occurred in a simulated, not

actual college classroom. Second, students were exposed to a "one-time" gO-

minute lecture episode, and tested immediately without the chance of seeking

additional resources. Third, video-taped lectures, as compared to live teaching,

were used to present the stimulus material. Fourth, novel lecture mater¡al was

presented in order to control for any extraneous variables influencing student

learning, such as previous knowledge. Thus, the limitations of this study would

suggest that the results must be used with caution.
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Appendixes

Description of Appendixes

The questionnaires and tests that comprise the appendixes are listed in

the order in which they were administered to the students during the study.

Appendix A presents the Student Learning Questionnaire, which was given to all

students at the beginning of the experimental session. lt consists of the

following surveys: the Survey of Work Styles, the Locus of Control Scale, the

Multidimensional Multiattributional Causality Scale, and the Test Anxiety Scale.

Appendix B presents the Flecall Test, the first of two tests given to students

following the lecture presentation. No presentation cues are provided on this

test in order to ensure that students' recall of information presented during the

lecture was strictly based on their memory and not on presentation cues.

Appendix C lists the Lecture Unit ldeas or Key Terms that were repeated in all

four teaching conditions. Students' recall of any of these ideas or terms

denoted a point toward their recall score. Appendix D provides the

Achievement Test that was given to the students following the lecture

presentation and Appendix E presents the Post Achievement Questionnaire that

followed students' completion of the achievement test. This questionnaire

consists of a number of items that denote their perceptions on relevant issues

to the present study, such as attention and amount learned, as well as an

evaluation of the instruction that students received. The relevant items from

each Appendix are highlighted in the thesis manuscript, particularly in the

Method Section.
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Student Learning Questionnaire
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STUDENT LEARNIIIG OUE ST I Í)NNA I RE

Before you beg¡n, fill ¡n you student numbe. on each of the lBl'1 sheets. ln
order to ensure confident¡al¡ty, do ¡9! write doHn your nãne.

t.le a.e interested ¡n students thoughts, feelings' and actions regarding
leal.n¡ng ¡n a un¡versity sett¡ng. Please treat each item sepôrateìy from
every other item. There are no right or wrong ans\{ers to these ¡tems' we

are s¡mply ¡nterested ¡n your first resPonse' 0o not spend too nuch t¡me
on ðny one statement.

0n the IBll 6heet orovlded. olease bìacken the bubble that best lndicates
ho.{ unchanacterlstlc o¡ chaiactecl6tlc each state$ent i6 foF you.

for example!

I a¡ways drink orange ju¡ce in the norn¡ng.

Ex treme ly Extreíle I Y

Uncharãcter ¡st ¡c Character ist ¡c
| 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 lo

(lf you felt that th¡s wäs extremely uncharacter¡st¡c of you, you would
blacken in the number ì on your lB¡1 sheet. However, ¡f ),'ou felt that this
was a moderðtely high character¡stic of you' you would blacken ¡n the
number I on your lBi{ sheet.

DO Nt)T IIRITE IN THIS Et]t)l(LET

Nlg PLEASE TURII IffE PAGE
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Survev Qli Yo¡lt S tY les

These 6tatensnts describe uork-nelsted activltles. You are Esked to .ate
vounself bv filllno in the nr¡be¡ best descrlbing hoc. uncharacte¡lstlc or
ä¡à¡icteciãtic eacñ activity ls of )þur. ¡o¡lt-related behavion.

A lthouoh manv of these staterente descnlbe activltles at ¡,þ¡k o¡ on the
ioi.--ðieisà' conslde¡ l,ou¡ studles as a fonm of ciork and interpnet the
ËiãietËniÀ Às ãèseiblni¡ actlvltles related to ¡oun vorlt Es a student'

12345
ext¡eíËlv rflode¡ately neut¡aì rcde¡ately extnanely

uncha¡acte¡istlc unchalscterl;tlc chalacte¡i6tic characterlstlc

l. I often have to hurry to finish a proiect because there are so many

other th ¡ngs to do.

2, I believe that organizat¡ons work best when employees dq not
compete with each other.

3, Often, I work under so much pressure that I find ¡t very d¡fficult
to stop during the day.

4. When I have a project to compìete, I becoíie imPatient with the
slightest inter rupt ¡on.

5, I frequentìy f¡nd myself !t¡sh¡ng that other workers would
complete their work more quicklY.

6, I rãrely engaEe ¡n two ol. more activ¡ties at the same t¡me,
I í ke eat ¡ ng and read ing.

7, I vrould rãther have my work evaluated as a team membêr rather than
as an ¡nd ¡vidual.

8. I usual ly ìeave sufficient t¡me to cornpìete a job sô thãt I donrt
have to rush through ¡t.

g, Parr of the satisfaction of do¡ng a good job is showing that I am

better than other emP ì oyees.

tO. I do not becofie annoyed ¡f a driver reacts too slowly when a

stopl¡ght changes to green.

ll. I got as much sat¡sfaction from seeing a friend succeed as lwould
from succeed ¡ng myself.

ì2. I vJould find it frustrat¡ng to have to expla¡n the same thing over
aga¡n to a neH enPloyee.

13, lf I could, lwould Prefer to ret¡re now, rather than to cont¡nue
working at mY Present jôb.

ì4. lt does not usually aggr¿vate me to hãve to wait for inforhat¡on
needed to do mY iob.

15. lf I v/ere to become angry at \aork, lwould remâ¡n "keyed up'¡ for the
res t of the day.



12345
extr€firely nr:derately neut¡aì íþderately extnmely

uncharacterlst ic uncha¡acterlstlc cha¡acte¡lstlc chanactepistlc

ì6. lt does not bother me to have to repeat myself several-t¡mes in order
to be understood.

17. coworkers and friends would agree thãt I 'rl¡ve, eat, and breathe" ñr),, job.

18. Even when ì{grk accumulates, I still take ti¡¡e fqr a lunch break.

19. lhere are nany things in my I ¡fe more ímportant to me than my job,

20. lt would not bother me if other workers had exper¡enced more success than L

2'l . I find ¡t d¡ff¡cult to relax on weekends because I am th¡nking about work.

22. Supervisors ¡mpgse unreal¡stic standards on my performance.

23, I wouìd help a slow coworker, even if ¡t delåyed progress on rfly own work,

2\. I would lêave a project or assignment unfìn¡shed if my work sh¡ft was over.

25. There are many sources gf personal sôtisfaction ¡n my work,

26. lly conversations are usually centred around work-related act¡vities,

27. I an dissatisfied with the way ny supervisor treats subordinates.

28, I have no problem with people who tôlk a lot and have little to say.

29, When things go wrong at ì{ork, I sometímes lose my temper.

30. Because of d?adl¡nes, I have l¡ttle t¡me to take breaks at work.

31. I feel that the quclity of my work is recogn¡zed by íry superv¡sors.

32. At work, I find it irritating when people cannot come to a decision quickly.

33. I would renain calm, even if people at work $/ere making fun of me.

34. I rarely take so much work that I have too little time to fin¡sh ¡t.

35. l,{y work schedule allows me a good deal of t¡me for recreãtion.

36. I hate to lose ¡n a competition, even when the stakes are not high.

37. I find it quite annoy¡ng when coworkers ãre not on t¡me for a meeting.

38. A1l of my thoughts during a e¿ork day are relãted to my iob.

39, I rarel),/ f¡nd myself working on a number of urgent tasks at the same time.

40. I would like to hãve more freedom to dec¡de how to do my work.

4ì. I have no ¡nterest Ìn comparing my salary or position to those oÉ my peers.
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12345
ext¡eflrely [Þderately neut¡aì ncderately- . extr€fiely..

uncha¡acteristlc uncharacter lit ic charactePi6tic characte¡lstlc

\2. I an pat¡ent with other employees who do not cor¡plete a job on time.

l{3, I r{ould rarely çance¡ a social engagement in order to work.

4l¡. I often must rush ät the end of the day to finish accunulated work.

\5, I become very annoyed when I cannot do a job better than someone else.

l¡6. Coworkers would describe me as an even-tempered person.

\1 , I sgmet¡mes rush through meals so that I can retu¡n to work'

48. Sometimes I get ìnto such heated ôrguments that I f¡nd myself shout¡ng.

!9. lwork ¡n an env¡ronment Ì{here peoPìe cooperate rather than compete.

50. I frequently find nyself rushing, even when there ¡s PIenty of time.

51. lf asked, I am sure people wou¡d describe me as competit¡ve.

52. At work, I avoid heäted discussions and disagreements with coworkers'

53. I rarely feel the urge to go back to work on a weekend or holida),'.

5!. tven when I have urgent tasks to cg[lPlete, I st¡ìì take "breaks| from work.

55. I prefer to plãy a game for fun rather than conpétitively.

56. At work, annoying peopìe sonetimes ¡'make my blood boil,"

97. ln sports, as in lìfe, the only th¡ng that matters to me ¡s w¡nning.

58. I become qu¡te ¡rr¡tated vthen I have to wãit ¡n line.

59, I sometines sìam the door becôuse I an angry.

60. I rareìy get pra¡se for a well-done job.

61. I do not get upset ¡f I am ¡nterruPted while work¡ng.

62. I tend to lose ny temper easily at work.

63. I enjoy my job and l¡ke most of m),/ coworkers.

64. I r{ouìd never let someone w¡n a game.

65. At !¡ork, I often feel grouchy.

66. Slow mov¡ng film plots bore me,

67, l'ly cov¿orkers would agree that I get ångry frequently.

68. I try to seize every opportun¡ty for advancement at r'¿ork'

69. I seldom take my v¡ork home ì{ith me'
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12345
extreftely mdeîate¡y neut.al nnderately ext¡eftely

uncha¡acterlstlc uncha¡acterlstlc character lstlc characte¡l¡tlc

70. I seldofi raise my voice when arguing.

71, I often become extremely ínvolved ¡n my l{ork.

72. I often fee¡ concerned that my job has very little future'

73. Cornpet¡tion rêrèly brings out the best in me.

7\. I ãm pat¡ent w¡th less competent coworkers,

75, I rvould react strongly íf I we.e unfa¡rly èr¡t¡c¡zed at work.

76, I often must work faster thån nost people.

77. l.am tolerant of coworkers who try to ¿nnoy me.

78. I find it easy to talk w¡th my superv¡sor on the job.

79. ¡would not retal íate ¡f soneone insulted me.

80. I seldom feel that my ¿ctions are m¡sunderstood at work.

8ì. Duì l-w¡tted, slow employees make me very ¡mpat¡ent.

82. I usuaìly show up to work early to prepare th¡ngs.

83. I often wish I had a different superv¡sor.

84. I rarel', work more than èight hours ã day.

85. I seldom feel frustrated at work.

86. I often compare my work to that of coworkers.

87. I would neve. hit anyone, even if lwas hit f¡rst.

88. I ¡arely find time for hobbies or other recreat¡onal act¡vities.

89. I can usuall), finish my work on time without rushing'

90. Work is a major part of my life.

9ì, I am quite satisfied with my working conditions.

92. tty work schedule leaves me no t¡ne to relax.

93. I often w¡sh for a totally different job.

9¡. ouring my le¡sure t¡me, I rarely think about my job.

95. I rarely hôve a time deadl¡ne to coñplete a work task.

96. I feel that my job is quite sat¡sfying.

llake sure ¡ou have ccrpleted alì 96 stateflents.
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Please treat each ¡tem separãtely fron every other ¡tem. There are no
r¡ght or wrong answers to these ¡tems, we are simp¡y ¡nterested in your
f¡rst response. Do not spend too rfluch time on any one statement. Use the
following scale for the fo¡ìow¡ng l2 ¡tems,

Strongly S trong I yDlsagree Ágnée12345
97. ln my experience, once a professor gets the ìdea yourre a poor

student, your work is much more l¡kel),, to receive poor grades
than if someone else handed ¡t ¡n.

98. 0ften my poorer grades are obtaìned in courses thât the professor
has fa¡led to make ¡nteresting.

99. Vhen I receive a poor grade, I usually feel that the main reason
is that I havenrt studied enough for that course.

ì00. lf I were to receive a low mark it would cause me to quest¡on my
acãdenic abil ¡ ty.

l0l. sofie of my lower grades have been part¡¿lly due to bad breaks.

ì02, ì,lhen I faiì to do as well as I expected in schooì, it is often
due to a lack of effort on my part.

ì03. lf lwere to fa¡ì a course, ¡t viould probably be because I låcked
skiìl ¡n that area.

l0!. l'ly academ¡c low points somet¡mes make me th¡nk I was just unlucky.

105, Poor grades ¡nform me that I havenrt worked hard enough.

106. lf lwere to get poor grades, lwould assume that I lacked ab¡lity
to succeed in those courses.

107. Some of the ¡ow grades lrve received seen to me to refìect thè fact
that sone teachers are just stingy w¡th marks.

lO8. Some of my bad grades may have been a funct¡on of bad luck, being
in the wrong course at the wrong t¡me.

lO9. ls Engl¡sh the language you use more thah 50? of the t¡me?

I E yes 2 = no, less than 50T of the time.

ll0. Gender¡ I . Female 2 = flãle
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Please indicate whether or not the follow¡ng statements apply to you by
mark¡ng the true or false bubble on the lBl'l sheet,

l=TRUE 2:FALSE

lì1, Wh¡le taking an important exam I find myself th¡nking of how
much br¡ghter the other students are than I am.

ll2. lf I were to take an ¡ntell¡gence test' I would worry a great deal
before tak in9 i t.

ìll, lf lknew lwas go¡ng to take an intelligence test, I r,{ould feel
conf ident and relaxed, beforehand.

ll¡. tlh¡le taking an ¡nportant exam¡nation I persp¡re a grêat deal.

ll5, Dur¡ng course examinations I find myself thinking of things
unrelãtêd to the actual course mater¡al.

ìì6. I get to feel very pan¡cky when I have to take a surpr¡se exam.

ll7. ouring tests I f¡nd myself think¡ng of the consequences of failiñ9.

ll8. After important tests I am frequently so tense that my stomach
gets upset.

ll9. ! freeze up on things l¡ke ¡ntell¡gence tests and final exans.

ì20. Gett¡ng a good grade on one test doesn't seem to increase my
cgnf i dence on the second.

l2l. I sornetimes feel my heart beat¡ng very fast duríng
important tes ts,

122. Af ter taking a test I always feel I could have done
better than I actual ly did.

123. I usual ¡y get depressed after taking a test.

ì24. I have an urìeasy, qpset feel íng before tak¡ng a f¡nal
examination.

125. Vhen taking a test my emot¡onal feelings do not interfere
w¡ th my per formance.

ì26. our¡ng a course examination I frequently get so nervous
that I forget facts I really know.

127. I seem to defeat myself while vJorking on imPortant
tes ts .
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f =TRUE 2 = FALSE

128. The harder lwork at taking a test or study¡ng for one,
the more confused I 9et.

129. As soon as an exam ¡s over I try to stop worrying
ãbout it, but I just canrt.

l3O. ouring exams I sofietimes wonder ¡f lrll ever get
through co I ¡ege.

lJl. I would rather w¡ite a paPe¡ than take an exam¡nat¡on
for my grade ¡n a course.

132. I vJish examinat¡ons d¡d not bother me so much.

133. I think I could do much better on tests if I could take
them alone and nor feel pressured by a time lim¡t'

l3!. Thinking about the grade lmay get in a course
interferes r¡¡th my studying and my performance on tests.

135. lf examinations could be done away w¡th I think I would
ãctually I earn nore.

136. On exams I take the attitude "lf I don't know ¡t now therers
no po¡nt worrYing about it.rl

ì37. I really Con¡t see why some peoPle get so upset about tests.

138. Thoughts of doing poorly ínterfere with my performance on
tes ts ,

139. I don't study any harder for f¡nal exams than for the rest of
my course work.

l40, Even when I'm weìl P.ePared for a test' I feel very
ðnxious about it.

l4l. I don't enjoy eating before an ¡mportant test.

142. Before an important exåm¡nation I find my hands o¡
arms tr emb I ing.

ì13. I seldofl feel the need for "craûning" before an exam.

l14. The Un¡versity ought to recogn¡ze that some students
are more nervous than others about tests and that this
affects their Performance.

l!5. lt seens to ne that exaninat¡on per¡ods ought not to be made

the tense situations vrhich they are.

146. I start feeÌ¡ng very uneasy just before gett¡ng a test paper back'

ìq7, I dread courses where the professor has the hab¡t of g¡v¡ng "pop" qu¡zzes'
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sEcTr0N u
To what extent do the following statements general¡y describe your

attitudes and behav¡or regard¡ng school and study¡ng: Please rate yourself
on the I to 5 scale given below,

12345
l,lot very VerY,

t¡ue of ire t¡ue of ne

l. l.lhen I see a problem I Prefer to do something about ¡t rather
thari sit by arid let ¡t continue'

2. tlhen it comes to orders, lwould råther give them than receive then.

J. I w¡sh I could push r¡any of life's dãily dec¡sions off on someone else'

!. llhen driv¡ng, I try to avoid PUttinE myself ¡n a situation
where I could be hurt by someone else's nistake.

5. I prefer to avoid situations vJhere soneone else has to tell
ne what it is I should be doing.

6. There are many s¡tuatians ¡n wh¡ch I lrould prefer only one
choice rather than havìng to make ã decision.

7. I like to wait and see ¡f someone else ¡s gging to so¡ve a
problem so that I don't have to be bothered by it.

8. I give up outside extracurr¡cular ãctivities whenever I fall behind
in my s tud ¡es .

9. I think mo¡e about getting a good grade than I worry
about gett¡ng a poor Erade.

lO. I feel that very hard problems are not worth the effort
of trying to solve.

ll. I have l¡ttle tine to enjoy my successes because there
are always so nany other things to study.

ì2. I seerfi to blame myself when th¡ngs go wrong in school.

13. I th¡nk less of myself as a person, if ldo not do the
best poss ib le job.

ì4. I try to look at my fe¡lures as an opportun¡ty to learn.

15. For me personal growth ¡n college is worth mgre
than econom ic or career benef ¡ ts .

ì6. l.lhenever I do poorl)' at sorneth¡ng, I worry what others might th¡nk'

ì7. tven though lmay not like a class, I st¡ìl work
hard to make a good grade.
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I
llot very

true of me

Very
t¡ue of nE

18. for me the joy of success in school outweighs the
hum¡l iation of fa ilure.

19. Hhen someth¡ng I am studying ¡n school ¡s
difficult, I keep trying harder.

20, I keep up my confidence by acknowledging any successes I have.

2ì. I have a lot of worthwh¡le qualit¡es as a student.

22. Unless I do something very r.ell, it gives ne little satisfact¡on.

23. l{y standards are just about right g¡ven my level of
knowledge and ab¡l¡ty.

2t{. Even though I am not equally good at everything' I

keep trying because I know I can improve.

2$, I an confident of my ab¡l¡ty to do weìl in school.

26. For me the pain of failure in school is greater
than the pleasure of success.

27, I worry more ¿bout others cr¡tic¡zing my
perfornance than about the i r Pra is ing ¡ t.

28. I would rather do a school ass¡gnment for wh¡ch I feel
confident than one I find challenging, but difficult.

29, I feel that ng matter hon hard I work' I can never
do realiy wel l, so why bother trying?

30. l'1y feelings of confidence and self-esteem are
easily lowered by a poor performance'

3ì, l.lhen I fail at sonething, generally I still am able
to feel good about myself.

32. I tend to demand ìess of myseìf ¡n schooì than I

know I am capabìe of.

33. The knowledge I gain in school ¡s more important
than the g¡ades I get.

3&. Uhenever I do Poorly at something, I worry that I

don' t have the ab i I i ty .

35. tlhen I fa¡l to understand someth¡ng, I become
discouraged to the point of lrsnt¡ng to give uP.
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12345
Not very VerY

true of me tlue of me

36. I am good in judging how much Hork I can realistically handle'

37. lf I didnrt crit¡c¡ze myself, lwould continue to
do th ¡ngs poor ly forever '

38. I have such hí9h standards for myself ¡n school
that I rarely meet then.

39, Hork¡ng hard is worthwhile, even if success does
not follow iffied ia te ly.

40. lf I failed a test lwould think lhad insufficient
ability and stop trying.

¡{1. Knowing that I did my best is more important than
whether I get a h¡gh grade'

¡2. ln my exper¡ence, hard work brings good results on tests.

{3. There ¡s no point in worrying ãbout grades since so much

depends on I uck.

44. I think that a ma¡n reason for student cheat¡ng ¡s
the diff¡cult assignments teachers nãke.

45, I feel it m¡ght bê best for me to drop out of
school and get a job,

46. I am not sure how to get good grades.

!7. ¡t seems teachers often al¡gr¡ their personal
feelings about students to ¡nfluence their grad¡ng.

18. I wonder if going to college is really in my best
long-term interest.

q9. The v.¡ay I ach¡eve my goals is by rewarding myseìf along the vray.

50. I think teachers often make courses too d¡ff¡cult
for the average student.

5ì, I am taking courses that are of little value to me.

52. lt seems students real ly canrt succeed unless they
are bright, even if they study a lot.

53. tlhen I do soflething right, I take time to enjoy the feeling.

5!. I think that a main reason for student failure is unfair tests.

55. I feel confused and unexcited about my vocational
and educãt ìonal goa ls.
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F()R EACH OF THE IIEXT TYEL'/E (12} ITEHS CH()OSE ()I.IE AND ONLY OI.IE ()F

THE TVO ALTERHATIYES.
choose one of the poss¡ble answers (A or 8) that is most l¡ke you
and give ¿¡n answer for every questíon on the suPPl¡ed l8f{ sheet.

56. Vhen I have lost sornething that is very valuabìe to me and I can't
f ind it anywhere:

A, I have a hard t¡lne concentrating on soneth¡ng else'
B. I put it out of my mind after a little while.

57. When I have to solve a difficult problefi!

^. 
lt takes ne a long tiîle to adiust myself to it.

8. lt bothers me for a wh¡le, but then I donrt think about
it anyßore.

58, when l'Íi ìn a competition and have lost every t¡r¡ei

A. I can soon put losing out of my mind.
B. The thought that I lost keeps runn¡ng through my m¡nd.

59. 11 I had just bought a new piece of equipment (for example, a tape
deck) and ít accidentally fell on the floor and was danaged beyond
repa ir:

A. I would manage to get over ¡t quickly.
B. lt would take me a long t¡me to get over it'

60. lf I have to talk to someone åbout something important and'
repeatedly' can't find herlhim at home:

A. I can't stop th¡nking about it, even wh¡le l¡m doing
someth ing e lse.

B. I easily forget about ¡t unt¡l I can see the persan aga¡n'

61. Hhen I've bought a lot of stuff at a store and real¡ze when
I get home that I pâid too nuch -- but I canrt get m)'noney back:

A. I can't concentrate on anything eìse.
B. I easi ly forget about ¡t.

62. When I am toÌd that my work has been completely unsatìsfactory:

A. I don't ìet ¡t bother me for too ¡ong.
B. lfeel paral'/zed.

63. lf I'm stuck in traffic and miss an important appo¡nthentl

A. At f¡rst' it¡s d¡fficult fol. me to start doing anyth¡ng else
ôt al l.

B. I qu¡ckly forget about it and do something else.
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64, When someth¡ng ¡s very ¡nportant to ne, but I can¡t seem to get it
right:

A. I gradually lose heðrt.
B. I just forget about it and go do someth¡ng else.

65, l.lhen sonething real ly gets me down:

A. I have trouble doing anything at all.
8. I f¡ñd it eas), to distract myself by do¡n9 other things.

66. When several things go wroôg on the same da),:

A. I usually donrt know how to deal wíth it.
B. I just keep on going as though noth¡ñg has hãppened.

67. tlhen I have put all my effort into do¡ng a really good job on
sornething and the whole thing doesn't i{9rk out!

Â. I donrt have too much diff¡culty start¡ng something else.
8. I have t¡ouble do¡ng anything else at ãll.

llake sure you have coíp ¡eted aìl 67 items.

STOP! IIAIT Ff)R FURTHER INSTRUCTIt)I{S.
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Appendix B

Recall Test
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Student Nu mber:

Recall Test

Department of Psychology

The University of Manitoba
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Appendix C

Lecture Unít ldeas or Key Terms

all things being equal

artesian well

availability

axis

cause

change

com pliments

concepts

curve

demand

diminishing

downward

economics

effective

examples

free

goods

graph

higher

hockey tickets

horizontal

humphrey bogart

income

laws

line

l¡st

lowe r

move (on)

movies

numbers

other

poin t

preference

price

q uantity

relationship

rentals

schedule

services

slope

substitute

vertical

water
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Appendix D

Achievement Test
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Achievement Test

This next sect¡on is a test on the Demand Lecture. Please answer the

questions to the best of your ability. All responses must be made using the

pencil provided. Choose the one best answer for each item.

Place your answers on the computer-scored answer sheet which has been

provided. Please do not mark the test booklet.

Record your responses to the f ollowing questions in items 121-150

on the computer form,

PLEASE, DO NOT WRITE IN THE BOOKLET
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121. The lEw of dernand is lllustrated by a d€rnand curve that ls
a. hor ¡ zonta I .
b. downward-s lop i ng.
c. vertical.
d, upwa rd -s lop i ng.

122. ff the de¡nand cu¡ve for product G ls docnga¡d-s lopt ng, thi6 neans
that an lnc¡ease ln the þ¡lce of G r,lll result ln

a, an ¡ncrease in the denand for G.
b. a decrease ¡n the demand for G.
c. no change ¡n the quantity demanded for G.

d. a sñal ¡er quant¡ty demanded for G.

'123. lhe lat. of dernand tells us ¡.hat Hlll happen to the quantlty
dernanded of a good, other thlngs belng equaì' Hhen

a. the price of the good changes.
b. cgnsumers' ¡ncomes change.
c. the prices of othe¡ goods change.
d. the quantit¡es of other goods Purchased change.

f24. Demand can be deflned as
a, pr ices and quantities.
b, a curve that sìoPes downward and to the right.
c, a l¡st or schedule of the quant¡ties that w¡ ll be bought at

var ious pr ices.
d, a l¡st of preferences and tastes a consumer has for

var ious goods .

125, A dernand cu¡ve fo¡ rall¡oad cor¡uter tickets Í,ould 6ho'¡r

a, the number of t¡ckets the railroad ¡s willing to sell at
each pr ¡ce.

b. the number of peoPle who need to traveì by rail in order to
get tg wor k.

c. the quality of service that coln¡nuters demand when they buy

a t icket.
d. the number of tickets that will be purchased at each pr¡ce'

126. fhe law of deiËrìd refers to the
a. tendency of prices to increase as morê un¡ts of ã product are

demanded.
b. increase in p¡ìce that results from an increase in demand for a

good whose suPPlY is l¡m¡ted.
c. negative relat¡onship between the price of a good and the

quantity of the good demanded.
d. increasu in the quantity of a good available as the pr¡ce of the

good increases.

l2?. A charue in dexmnd can be graphically ¡ep¡esented by
a. a mõvement down along a particuìar demand curve'
b. a movement up along a part¡cuìar deíiand curve'
c. a righte¿ard or leftward shift of a demand curve'
d, a change ¡n demand cannot be represented grãPhically'
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128. Ihich of the folìov¿ing wi lì ll0T cause a shlft ln the denand cucve
for q,ood X?

a, a-change ¡n the price of a complenentary good.
b. a change ¡n the pr¡ce of gqod x.
c. a change in cgnsumer preference from good X to good Y.
d. consumers' ¡ncqmes ¡ncrease and good X is a des¡rable good.

129. A graphtcal representatlon of the dsnand fon fresh alr by people llvtng
tn-Ílhnlpeg wtrb enjoy breathing fresh sl¡ couìd be ¡epresented by

a. a dor¡nsard slopinE line.
b. an upward slop¡ng line.
c. a line going up the vert¡cal ax¡s.
d. a I ¡ne go¡ng along the hor¡zontal axis.

130. The effects of E dec¡ease ln the p¡lce of coffee' othen thlr¡gs
bel¡E equal, ane best rep¡esented'by vtrlch of the follovrlng?

a. a leftward shift ín the defiand curve for coffee.
b. a downward novemeôt along the demand curve for coffee.
c. a rightward shift ¡n the demand curve for coffee.
d, an upward movement along the denand curve for coffee.

131. AssÈmlng that people purchase íÞre sutcnþbl les when thelr I ncomes incnease'
a clse in con6i.mei6' i ncomes, other thlngs being equal' r¡lll cause

a. the demand curve for automobiles to sh¡ft to the left.
b. the demand cqrve for autonobiles to shift to the r¡ght.
c. a movement down algng the demãnd curve for autgr¡obiles'
d, a novement up aìong the demand curve for automob¡les.

132. Suppose that npst conswecs regard beef anq porl-( as substitute foods
ln'lhelr dlet6. Then a dec¡eaõe ln the pnicê of PoFk c.llll cause the
demnd cu¡ve for beef to

a. sh¡ft to the left as.consuners switch from buying beef to buying
pork.

b. sh¡ft to the left as Producers increase pork production and reduce
beef production,

c. sh¡ft to the r¡ght as consumers switch from beef to pork.
d. shift to the right as producers increase Pork production and

.equce beef produc t ion.

133, AssLme that beef and chícfien a¡e substltutes. Then, othe¡ thlngs being
equal, an increase in the pnice of beef will

a.' inérease the demand for'ch¡cken and the Price of chicken.
b. decrease the demând for chicken and the Price of ch¡cken.
c. increase the defland for chicken and decrease its Price.
d. decrease the demand for chickeo and increase ¡ts price.

134, The p¡lce of Pepsl Cola falls dramatlcally. Ás I reEult' your dernand

cuîve fon ga6ollne wlll likely
ã. sh¡ft uplrard to the right.
b. sh¡ft downward to the right.
c. become more vertical.
d. be unaffected s¡îce Pepsi Cola and gasoì ine åre not complements'

135. An lncnease in the prlce of caneras, othe¡ thims being.equal' li ll-.. ^have which of the fbllov,ing effects on the ma¡ket for photographíc film?
a. À downward movement along the demand curve for fi¡m'
b. An up\.rard Fovefient aìong the demand curve for f ilm'
c. A rightward sh¡ft in the demand curve for f¡ìm.
d. A lefte¿a.d shift in the demand curve for f ilr¡.
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f36. Assme that stealt ard potatoes a¡e coflplefients. Th€n, othen thlms
belng equal, an increase ln the prlce of steak ¡ouìd

a. ¡ncrease the demand for potatoes.
b, decrease the dehand for Potatoes.
c. increase the demand for potatoes and decrease the price of

potatoes.
d. decrease the demand for potatoes and increase the demand for

s teak .

137. Assmlng that travel decreases when I ncomes fall, a dec¡ease in
consmeñ I nc<¡ne, othe¡ thlngs belng equal, ¡ot¡ld

a. decrease the quaotíty of travel demanded.
b. increase the demand for travel.
c. decrease the demand for travel.
d. increase the quantity of travel demanded.

138. Assune that chlcken snd beef a¡e substltutes' A decrease in the
pnlce of beef r'þuìd, as ¡n lrdlrect effect'

e. decreåse the demand for ch¡cken and beef.
b. inçrease the demand for chicken.
c. decrease the demand for chicken'
d. ¡ncrease the demand for chicken and ¡ncrease Ìts Price.

139, Hhlch of thè follos,tm will cause a rTþvefient along the demand curve
fo¡ oood X?

a. a-change in the price of a cìose substitute.
b. a change in the Prlce of good X.
c. a change in consumèr tastes from good X to gogd Y.
d. a change in consumersr íncones.

140. llhich of the fol loerin€ c¡ou ld NoT shift the demand curve fo¡ televlslon oets?
a, an increase in the price of television sets.
b. an increase in the incomes of consumers.
c. an increase in the pr¡ce of radios (a substitute).
d. an increase ín the price of cable service (a conPlement).

141. In econ(Ifli o tenrs, to 6ay that the de¡nand foc a pFoduct has increased ¡neans tl
ô. the dem¿nd curve has shifted to the left.
b. the product's Price has fallen and as a.esult, consumers are

buying a ìarger quantity of the product.
c. the product has becofie Part¡cularly scarce for sone reason.
d. consumers are now will¡ng to purchase more of the product at

each poss ibl e pr ice.

142. llhlch of the follo*lrç wlll lncne8se ttle deíEnd for 8fiBll autcxtpbi les?
a. a faìl in the price of sma¡l automob¡les.
b. a fall in insurance rates for smal I autol¡ob¡les.
c. a fall in the Price of ìarge automobiles.
d. a fall ìn buyers' ¡ncoíles (assuming small automob¡les to be a

des irabì e good) .

143. Your local o¡oce¡v store adve¡tiees a sale on apples for tPo day6'
and none apþles tÉan u6ual are sold. Thls i6 an exarple of

a, a changä in demañd due to a change ¡n consumer preferences for
apples.

b. ã change in demand due to a change in the price of apples'
c. a change ¡ñ the quant¡ty of apples denanded due to a change ¡n

pr ¡ ce.
d. a change in the quant¡ty of aPPles due to a chåñge in consumer

orefcreñces for ¿oÞ I es .
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144. A graphicaì representatlon of hockey fans' dernand for Stanley Cup Ïlckets
sh€n the prlce per tlclte!.ts $5 (tlckets fon Stanley Cup gaÍEs 8¡e
usually mi¡ch rpie than $5), could llkely be ¡epresented by I line that is

a, upr.a.d sloping from a pr¡ce of 55.
b. downward sloping fron a pr¡ce of 55'
c, horizontal at a price of 55.
d. There is ngt enough inforñation to determ¡ne a demand curve.

f45. You enjoy eatlng stealt, but you get laid off f¡cxn )€ur Job and ftnd that
}oun I ñccxre le cut ln half. Yo¡i dem¡nd curve for 6teaK Hould ìlkely

a. shift ¡nward to the left.
b. shift outward to the right.
c. becor¡e hor¡zontal at the price of steak.
d. not be affected at all sìnce you stillenjoy eating steak.

146. The effectE of a decnease ln the prlce of o¡8rEe julce, otheF thlngs
belng equal, rould best be represênted by shlch of the folìov/irq?

a, a ¡ightHard sh¡ft in the demand curve for orange ju¡ce.
b. a downward movement along the demand curve for orånge iuice.
c. a leftward sh¡ft in the denand curve fgr orange juice.
d. an upward movenent along the demañd curve for orange ju¡ce.

147. othec thlngs being equal, the effects of En lnc¡ease ln the pFice
of orsnge Juice rculd best be rep¡esented by a (an)

a. upward movenent along the demand curve for orange iuice.
b. leftwôrd shlft ¡n the demand curve for orånge juice.
c. downward movement along the denãnd curve for orange juice.
d. rightward shift in the denand curve for orange juice.

148, A oraphicaì ¡eoresent8tlon of the desnand fo¡ rpdiclne p¡eEcrlbed by I
phisiôian that a person belleves ls necessary to cuce thel¡ llìness is llltely

a. a vert¡cal líne starting at the quantity prescr¡bed.
b. a hor¡zontal I ¡ne stärt¡ng at the Price of the prescr¡ption.
c. a normal demand curve sloping downward to the r¡ght.
d. a curve that slopes upward to the right from the Prescript¡on price.

149. Àssuning coffee and tèa to be subEtitutes, a ¡l8e ln the price of coffee
ls llKeiy to have ¡*rlch of the follocring effecte on the ni¿rket for tea?

a. an upward movement along the demand curve for tea.
b. a downward mgvement along the demand curve for tea.
c. a leftward shift ¡n the demand curve for tea.
d, a rightward shift ¡n the demand curve for tea.

150. AÊsumlrE that the Erîcunt of clothing peop le purchase incneases as thei¡ i ncotrx

l¡rc¡easõs, sn incîease ln consurEc inbqflê, other things being equslly, r¡ould:
a. ¡ncrease the demand for cloth¡nE.
b. decrease the denand for clothing'
c, íncrease the quantlty of clothing demanded.
d. dec¡ease the quantity of cìothing defianded.

Ênsu¡e that you have ccrçleted all 30 i tens frqn f2l to 150 on yo.rn I8i{ sheet.

You may now p¡oceed to the Post Ach¡evement Questionnaire. Use the GREEN lBr'1

Computer form to ans!,/er the last set of questÌons.
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Appendix E

Post Ach¡evement Questionnaire
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P()ST ACHITVEHEHI QUESTIOHNAIRE

l{e are ¡nterested in your reaction to al I 3 of the ach¡eveßent tests
that you have just cofipìeted. There are no r¡ght or wrong answers, but
plEase consider each question cã¡.efully before you answer it.

You wi ll notice that for each quest¡on, there is a pair of Phrases' one
phrase ãt each end of a ten po¡nt scale. Please ¡ndicate for each pair of
phrases which point on the scale best represents you att¡tude b),/ blackening
the correspond¡ng bubble oo the co.nputer sheet.

EXAIIPLt: How physical ly f¡t do you feel presently?

Not good Ex treme lY
At all tit

1 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

lf you felt extremely f¡t, you would mark number ì0 on the answer sheet.

RECI)RD YOUR RESP()NSES Tt) THESE QUESTIONS III ITEHS f.8O ON THE ORTIN
C(¡HPUTER SHETÍ.

DO I{OI TRITE IN THIS EO(IKLET.
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l. Your present Agg is:

l= lSor less 6= 27-30
2 = t9 - 20
3 = 2l ' 22
\= 23-2\
5= 25-26

1= 3t-358= 36-q0
9 = 4l - 45

ì0 = older than I¡5

2. How lpq¡þA[ was ¡t for you to do well on these ¿ch¡evement tests?

3. How El¡CCeSiful did you feel at the end of these tests?

Not at all Extreme ly
Successfu I Successful

r 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 I lo

{. How nuch conttol did you have over your performance on these tests?

Not et al I
¡nportant

1234

Very ìittle
Con tro I

Extremely
i mpor tant

5 6 7 I I ìo

Completely under
l.ly control

ì 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 r0

lo what extent did e¡Ch of the following factors determine your
performance on the ach¡evement tests?

5. Luck I

6. lest di ff ¡culty I

7. Ef for t ì

8. Abil ¡ty ì

9. Professor I

10. Knowledge of mater¡al I

ll. Desire tq do wel I I

12. Attention to the lectu.e I

14567
34567
3\567
34567
3\567
3\567
34567
3\567

A Great Deal of
I nf I uence on
l{y performance

I 9 ìo

I 9 ro

8 9 ro

I 9 ¡o

I 9 ìo

8 9 ro

I 9 ro

I 9 ro

No
I nf I uence on my
Per fo.mance
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Rate the extent to which you exper¡enced each of the following feellngs
as a react¡on to the achievement tests.

t 3. P¡ lde Ashansd
| 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

tl.' . DÍ Ecour8ged Encouraged
| -2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

15. Confldent He lp less
| 2 3 ¡t 5 6 7 8 9 ì0

t6. Unrct I va ted Hotlvated
r 2 3 \ 5 6 7 8 9 ìo

ì7. Surprlsed Not surPrlsed' I 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

18. Áng¡y t'lot at 
- 
al I ang¡Y

i'z 3 \ 5 6 7 8 9 ìo

19. HaDÐv Sad'ì' 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

How much was )¿oup perfonmance due to:

20. Effort Abl I i tY
| 2 3 \ 5 6 7 8 9 lo

2t. Luck Test Dl ff tcu l tY
I z 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo

22. Effort Luck't 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 ì0

23. t{bl llty Test DtfflcultY
ì - 2 3 \ 5 5 7 I 9 lo

24. To r¡hat extent did you ÃllÊ-od to the lÊqufe p¡,Ê¡e!]lÂllQn?

t 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 l0
attended attended

very I ittle very much

25. Expressed in terms of Percentages, how would you describe your
attent ¡on to the lecture?

r) . ìo? 6) . 602
2'). 2oZ 7') . 7oZ
3) . 30å 8) . 80?
rr) . r{og 9) . 908
Ð. 5oZ ìo) . looB
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26. To whãr extent d¡d the leÊlUtet help yOU focus !!úC attentíon
on the mater ia I be i ng Presented?

t 2 3 t{ 5 6 7 I 9 l0
not ¿t al I

27. How Ålett were you to the video-tape presentation?

1 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 ro
not at all very much

| 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 l0
very much so

interest ¡n the subject incre¿se because of

\ 5 6 7 I 9 ro
very much so

e Iêrt

28. To vihat extent d¡d the l¡ÊtClJCþ¡ have an impact on your rrålertness¡l
to the lecture presentat ion?

123
not at all

t23\5
not at alì

5 7 8 9 ro
very much so

very much so

7 I 9 r0
ver y
va luable

not ät all

29. To what extent did your
the lecturer?

30. To what extent did you find the lecture intellectually ÊbÃLþg[Dg and
stlnulatlno?

31. To what extent did you f¡nd the l€gllJlÊ mate¡ial dlfftcult?

t 2 3 q 5 6 7 I 9 ro
easy very d ¡ff ¡cult

32. To what extênt d¡d you fìnd what you have l!¡I¡gd from the
lecture va luab le ?

123456
not at all
vaìuable

33. H9w much d¡d the ¡nstructorrs gb¿h Oi pfgsenf¿tlOn hold your ¡nterest
dur ing the lecture?

t 2 3 û 5 6 7 I 9 lo
not at all

3lr. How nuch d¡d you lg¡fn froh the lecture?

t2J\567
verv little

very [iuch so

t0
very much
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35. If th¡s were a real un¡vers¡ty lecture and you hãd to tâke notes, would
you ÈeyiÂg them before tak¡ng a test?

l=yes 2=no.

36. lf additional reading naterial of toda),/rs ìecture were ava¡lable would
you be ¡nterested in having a coPY?

| 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo
not at all ve¡Y much
¡nteres ted ¡nterested

37. would you advise today's lecturer to UClle Ã lÊ¡l bod( on thís toPic?

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 ìo
!¿ould not would h ¡gh lY
recommend recommend

38. To what extent would ygu be ¡nterested in tak¡ng other economic
c lasses wi th th i s professor?

| 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo
not at al I very íiuch
¡óterested i nteres ted

39, The lecture presentaÈion was:

ì 2 3 \ 5 6 7 I 9 lo
very very

bor ing interest ¡ng

40. what was your DOSL recent p$llboþry test !æ¡e?

r = 9t - root (A+) 6 - 7r - 752 (C+)

2=86-90å (A) 7 =66-7oZ (c)

3 . 8ì - 89? (A-) 8 = 6l - 652 (c-)
4=78-80å (B+) 9=5t -60? (D)

5 = 76 - 772 (81 lo = less than 50å (F)

¡{ì, what was your [igh school g¡ade po-iol eveFsge?

I - 9ì - looå (A+) 6 = 7t - 752 (c+l
z=86-90å (r) 7 =66-707 (cl
3=8t -85å (Â-) 8=61 - 652 (c)
4=78-80å (B+) 9=5¡-60å (o)

5 = 76 - 772 (B') lo = less than 50å (F)
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STUOENI EVALUÂTION ()F INSTRUCT()R

Please !ë!9 !þ lecture )'ou just viewed on the ¡tems listed
below. 0n the lBÄ sheet provided' please blacken the bubble
that best reflects your op¡n¡on,

= poor
- marg ¡na I

- sat i sfactory
- very good
. outs tand ing

12. Eglg. the instructor compared to others
you have had at the this university.

The I nstructoî:
q3. was organ ized

44. prov¡ded an outl¡ne of the lecture

4!. gave a prel in¡nary overv¡ew of the lecture

46. used head ¡ngs and subhead i ngs

q7. sígnaìled trans¡tions to new topics

lr8, was c lear

\9. fzci I ¡tated taking notes

50. used concrete examples of concepts

5ì. gave mult¡ple exafiples

52, repeated difficult ideas

53. wrote key terms on overhead

54. was express ive

55. varied speech and tone of voice

56. moved about !¡h i le lectur ¡ ng

57. gestured with hands and arms

58. made eye contact

59. enhanced presentation with the use of humor

60. Th¡s instnuctor's ovè¡all teachlng
effectivene66 was

123\5
12345
123\5
123\5
123À5
123\5
123{5
123\5
123\5
123\5
t23u5
123q5
ì23lr5
rr?1,Ã

123¡{5
123\5
123ü5

Please ensure that )¡ou have carpìeted all 60 respon6es.
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Footnotes

l This hypothesis focuses specif ically on addressing six questions: "Will

internals benef¡t more from expressive ¡nstruction than externals?" "Will

internals benefit more from organized instruction than externals?" "Will low

test-anxious students benefit more from expressive instruction than high test-

anxious students?" "Will moderate test-anxious students benefit more from

expressive instruction than high test-anxious students?" "Will low test-anxious

students benefit more from organized ¡nstruction than high test-anxious

students? "Will moderate test-anxious students benefit more from organized

instruction than high test-anxious students? The most appropriate type of

statistical procedure for addressing these questions involves simple contrasts

for each effective teaching condition and not interactions (see Perry &

Magnusson, 1987, p. 456 for further details).

2This hypothesis focuses specifically on addressing four questions: "Will

externals benefit more from.high expressive than low expressive instruction?"

"Will externals benefit more from high organized than low organ¡zed

instruction?" "Will high test-anxious students benefit more from high expressive

than low expressive instruction?" "Will high lesþanxious students benef¡t more

from high organized than low organized instruction? The most appropriate

type of statistical procedure for addressing these questions involves simple

contrasts for each effective teaching condition and not interactions (see Perry

& Magnusson, 1987, p. 456 for further details).


